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General Introduction
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General introduction

1.1

Justification and need to estimate irrigated
rice yield using earth observation

It has been addressed in a prior conference, to the World Summit on Food
Security (Rome 16-18 November 2009), on How to Feed the World 2050
High-level Expert Forum (Rome 12-13 October 2009), that agriculture in the
21st Century faces multiple challenges. These are i) the demand to produce
more food to feed over 2.3 billion more people, ii) the demand for more feed
stocks for a potentially huge bio-fuel market, iii) the need to adopt more
efficiently and sustainable production methods, and iv) to adapt to climatic
change

(http://www.fao.org/wsfs/forum2050/wsfs-background-

documents/hlef-issues-briefs/en/). The Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (FAO) has projected that feeding a world population of 9.1
billion people in 2050 would require raising overall food production by 70
percent (between 2005/07 and 2050). Production in the developing countries
would need to almost double. Annual cereal production would have to grow
by almost 1 billion tons with a projected cereal yield of 4.3 tons/ha by 2050
(up from 3.2 tons/ha at present).
Rice, along with wheat and maize, is one of three leading food crops in the
world; together they supply more than 50 percent of all calories consumed by
the entire human population (Farina, 2006). Global milled rice consumption is
projected to reach around 474 million tons in 2012/2013 (Trade and Markets
Division-Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nation, 2012). Over
87 percent of the world rice is produced and consumed in the Asian continent
(Papademetriou et al., 2000).
The global rapid population growth and the demand of staple food have put
more pressure on the major rice producers. Although the global rice (milled
rice) production has tripled in the last five decades from 120 million tons in
1960 to 456 million tons in 2009 (FAO, 2012), thanks in large part to the rice
Green Revolution in Asia, there was a period when global rice production had
dropped sharply at the beginning of the 21st Century, from 399 million tons in
2000 to 380 tons in 2002, due to severe droughts in parts of Asia. Since
then, with more introductions of high-yielding varieties by the International
Rice Research Institute (IRRI), a rapid recovery of global rice production was
seen by growing 65 million tons between 2003 and 2009. Figure 1.1 shows
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the milled rice equivalent that was imported, exported, and produced by
region in 2009.

Figure 1.1: Import, export, and production of rice in 2009 (milled rice
equivalent – ‘000 tons) (FAO, 2012)
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Moreover, as rice demand is anticipated to be highly inelastic (Mohanty et al.,
2010), and rice is a staple food accounting for a large share of income for
almost a half of the world population that are poor, production, stock and
utilization trends in rice markets will have significant implications for
alleviating

poverty,

achieving

food

security,

and

elevating

economic

development in most of developing countries, especially those in Asia. The
key to achieve these goals is to maximize rice production while lowering
production costs and harmonizing rice crop management practices on the
basis of its demands with reducing negative environmental effects. In order
to maximize rice production, taking into account that the global cultivated
rice area has only increased by about 12.5 million hectares (ha) between
1990 and 2010 (FAO, 2012), there is a must to increase rice yields. Because
the genetic yield potential of inbred rice has not increased much since the
late 1960s, the challenges is to reduce the yield gaps in farmers’ fields (Peng
et al., 1999). These yield gaps exist because the most advantage production
technologies are not fully adopted in farmers’ fields (Laborte et al., 2012).
Because farmers’ field yields are critical driving forces of food prices, food
security, and cropland expansion, yield gaps must be further quantified and
understood (de Bie, 2000). As for the diagnosis of rice yield gaps, this would
ask for guidelines on methods, that include identification, quantification,
year-to-year variability assessment, and environmental impact of available
management technologies that matter in adding value to the present and
conventional ways of rice-cultivation.
In agro-ecological research on e.g. to soils, water use, radiation, and crop
growth, complex ecological and physiological processes are studied to identify
environmental side effects and positive crop responses to crop management
options. The use of crop growth simulation models (CGSM) enables timely
and quantitative estimation of the dynamic requirements of crop growth and
development (ten Berge et al., 1997). Better crop-management practices can
further be improved by considering the spatial variation of crop-growth
environmental conditions. This concept can be applied at either field-plot or
regional level if required information can be generated through in situ
measurement (with interpolation) or remote sensing (RS) observation.
Availability of RS data provides powerful access to the spatial and temporal
information of the earth surface. Real-time earth observation data acquired
during a cropping season can assist in assessing crop growth and
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development performance, and provide information for crop management
practices considering when/if nutrient or water deficits may occur, or the crop
is likely to be infested by pests and diseases. As RS data is generally
available at large scale, rather than at field-plot level, use of this information
would improve crop management through farming activities at large scale.
Consequently, it would help to minimize crop production failure risks and to
lower farming investment.
Linking dynamic CGSMs to spatio-temporal RS information provides a
possibility to extend the use of an advanced research and advisory tool,
originally developed for point-specific analyses, to larger areas. RS data can
be used to calibrate CGSMs in data-scarce environments, and/or to increase
simulation accuracy for rice yield estimating or even forecasting, by forcing
observed values on the model during the simulation period. This generates
questions on how this can be technically achieved, what would be the spatiotemporal requirements for RS information taking account of CGSMs’
operation, and what would be the potential fields for RS application.

1.2

Opportunities and challenges of using RS for
crop yield estimation

To collect information on crops and agro-ecosystems, many new remote
sensing techniques have been developed in recent years in various domains
from optical to microwave sensing systems. Radar is an active microwave
sensor which has been a major focus in many agro-ecological studies
(Bouman et al., 1999; Wigneron et al., 1999; Wood et al., 2002; Baghdadi et
al., 2009; McNairn et al., 2009). Up till now, most successes of using radar
data retrieved from satellites (e.g. ERS, ENVISAT, JERS, ALOS, RADARSAT)
have been achieved in mapping crops (Panigrahy et al., 1999; Smith et al.,
2006; McNairn et al., 2009; Bouvet and Le Toan, 2011) and assessing crop
production (Wigneron et al., 1999; Shao et al., 2001; Hadria et al., 2010).
These techniques were mostly developed based on empirical relationships
between radar backscatter and crop canopy characteristics. Although radar
can penetrate clouds and thick canopies, its application to agro-ecological
research is still less expanded compared to that of optical RS. This is due to
the high cost of using continuous radar imagery in research, making it
unsuitable for seasonal crop monitoring. Moreover, since the interaction of
microwaves with vegetation canopy is very complex, radar backscatter from
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crops often fails to relate to measureable physical quantities once used in
physical interaction models (i.e., the radar response to leaf-area-index(LAI)
saturates soon around an LAI value of 2) (Bouman and Hoekman, 1993). In
the other domain, optical RS techniques have been developed toward
multitemporal and multispectral measurements in order to overcome these
problems. With the multitude of on-board satellite sensors like LANDSAT,
NOAA-AVHRR, SPOT VEGETATION, MODIS, MERIS, etc., the probability of
obtaining multitemporal reflectance data of croplands is now relatively high.
This information can be used directly to map agricultural land or to derive
time-series profiles of vegetation indices (i.e. NDVI, EVI, etc.) to delineate
croplands (Lobell and Asner, 2004; Xiao et al., 2005; Lucas et al., 2007;
Khan et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2011; Vintrou et al., 2012).
At landscape level, high spatial and temporal heterogeneity of vegetation
may be present, but in most dynamic vegetation models this variation has
not been accounted for yet (Doherty et al., 2010). For such a challenge, onetime RS observations are hard to interpret without additional information on
vegetation phenological events. Improvement can only achieved with
continuous

observations

from

multitemporal

optical

RS

which

allows

distinguishing vegetation patterns in time and space. Daily RS observations
now can be obtained with satellite sensors such as MODIS and SPOTVEGETATION, but atmospheric effects (i.e. water vapour, aerosols) or cloud
contaminations may reduce the quality of these data. To minimize these
effects, while still being able to monitor the dynamic change in vegetation
patterns, a new RS technique is needed. This technique should be developed
toward an improvement of clustering algorithms based on the use vegetation
indices (e.g. NDVI).
The parallel development of remote sensing techniques and agro-ecosystem
models has led to a new combination of these two fields in the development
of synergistic applications (Dorigo et al., 2007). An example is the focus on
retrieving

biophysical

photosynthetically

parameters

active

radiation

(i.e.

LAI,

(fAPAR),

fraction

fraction

of

of

absorbed

ground

cover

(fCOVER), etc.) (Bouman, 1995; Moulin et al., 2003; Doraiswamy et al.,
2004; Duveiller et al., 2011; Verger et al., 2011). Of these parameters, LAI is
the most important biophysical state variable used to estimate either biomass
production or yield in agro-ecosystem models because it presents the leaf
area that is available for the exchange of energy and mass between the
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vegetation canopy and the atmosphere. RS LAI can be estimated based on
either empirical statistical or radiative transfer models (Weiss et al., 2001;
Koetz et al., 2005).
Linking of RS data with crop production has been studied for many years
(Delécolle et al., 1992; Moulin et al., 1998; Dorigo et al., 2007). There are
two well-known approaches of using RS data to estimate crop yield: the
statistical approach and the physically-based modelling approach (also known
as CGSM).
The statistical approach was developed based on the strong correlation
between the time-accumulated vegetation index (VI) and crop production
over the growing season. This relationship was first found by Tucker et al.
(1981) when he studied the biomass production of winter wheat. Similar
results were found when assessing winter wheat yield (Benedetti and Rossini,
1993), maize and rice yield (Quarmby et al., 1993), and millet yield
(Rasmussen, 1998). However, simple regression techniques as used in
statistical approaches have been criticized for their lack of generalization
since the correlation between VI and biomass production depends very much
on crop growing stages and the environmental conditions under which this
correlation is obtained. Moreover, crop biomass is not always a good indicator
of final yield (Delécolle et al., 1992).
The physically-based model (Delécolle et al., 1992; Casa et al., 2012) is an
approach that relies on the coupling of RS-derived biophysical parameters to
process-based dynamic CGSM. Various methods have been developed to
integrate RS-derived biophysical parameters, more in particular LAI, to CGSM
(Dorigo et al., 2007). In the calibration method (Maas, 1988a; Bouman,
1995), model parameters (initial states) are adjusted to obtain an optimal
agreement between simulated and observed state variables. In the forcing
method, a state variable of the CGSM is replaced by the observed RS data
(Casa et al., 2012). For that purpose, LAI should be provided at the same
time step of the model. In this type of application the other parameters and
driving variables of the model are not affected by LAI adjustment. As an
alternative, in data assimilation schemes, model parameters are updated and
recalibrated in such a way that simulated LAI matches with the observations
(Casa et al., 2012). In the updating method, observed RS data continuously
update model state variables whenever an observation is available. This is
referred as sequential data assimilation (McLaughlin, 2002).
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1.3

Objectives of the thesis

Investigating the use of earth observation for irrigated rice yield estimation
as discussed in this thesis has led to the following objectives:
•

To identify and map a regional rice cropping patterns using hypertemporal SPOT NDVI data with support from field observation

•

To develop a methodology to map the landscape heterogeneity from

•

To investigate the application of a radiative transfer model to remotely

various hyper-temporal remote sensing datasets
sensed surface reflectance data to derive the seasonal variation of LAI for
irrigated rice
•

To couple a RTM with a crop growth simulation model (CGSM) through
LAI for field-based estimation of irrigated rice yield based on calibration
of CGSM model parameters

The Mekong delta, Vietnam was used as a study site for this thesis.

1.4

Study area

The Mekong delta is the southernmost region of Vietnam. It is located
between 8o30’ to 11o00’ N and 104o30’ to 106o50’ E and is bounded by the
South China Sea in the east, the Gulf of Thailand in the southwest and
Cambodia in the northwest (see Figure 1.2(a)). The delta covers an area of
39,000 km2. Mekong is well-known for its rice production, fruits and fisheries
due to favourable climatic conditions characterized as savanna type according
to the Köppen classification (Sakamoto et al., 2006). It is one of the largest
rice producing regions of the world. Rice produced in the delta is mostly
exported, providing about 90% of the total annual export revenues of the
country (Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, 2009). The delta
also caters for about 50% of the total domestic rice consumption.
In the delta, the major systems practiced in the irrigated lowlands are double
and triple sequential mono-cropping of rice (Nguyen et al., 2012a) . Single
rice cropping occurs only in some coastal areas where soil salinity is a
problem. Soils are mainly alluvial containing sulfates (Le Quang Minh, 2001).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Mekong delta: (a) its regional location, and (b) its rice cropping
seasons in association with meteorological data
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The delta receives an average annual precipitation of about 1,800 mm, of
which 90% occurs during the rainy season (May to November). The average
daily temperature is around 27oC, and has never dropped below 100C
(National Institute of Meteorology, 2009). Figure 1.2(b) shows monthly
variations in temperature and rainfall, averaged from 11 stations (20032008), in association with the rice cropping seasons. Most of the cultivated
rice varieties were high-yielding with a growth cycle of around 90-100 days.
They were bred and selected by the Cuu Long delta Rice Research Institute
(CLRRI).The rice crops are winter-spring (W-S), spring-summer (S-S) and
summer-autumn (S-A).

1.5

Thesis outline

This thesis comprises four main technical chapters which are presented as
follows:

1.5.1

Chapter 2

This chapter presents a new method to map the irrigated rice cropping
patterns in an extraordinary dynamic and extensive farming system. Optical
hyper-temporal SPOT VEGETATION data (1998–2008) were used to describe
and map variability in the rice cropping patterns of the Mekong delta. The
NDVI-based rice classes were first identified using the ISODATA cluster
algorithm. Rice class signature separabilities were later evaluated based on
the divergence statistics.

1.5.2

Chapter 3

In this chapter, a new quantitative method to map landscape heterogeneity is
proposed. The

proposed methodology was used

to

map

land

cover

heterogeneity of the Mekong delta’s landscape using hyper-temporal RS data
which were 10-year NDVI data obtained from SPOT VGT and MODIS Terra
sensors. The method is data-driven, unbiased, and builds on ISODATA
clustering and the use of divergence separability indices.

1.5.3

Chapter 4

In this chapter, MODIS 8-day LAI (MOD15A2) data at 1km spatial resolution
were compared with field data and with LAI estimates derived from MODIS 8day surface reflectance data (MOD09A1). The chapter investigates the
possibility of estimating rice LAI through the inversion of the Soil-Leaf10

Chapter 1

Canopy (SLC) radiative transfer model by the look-up table (LUT) approach
for MOD09A1.

1.5.4

Chapter 5

This chapter investigated a method of coupling RS LAI-estimates with a
modified ORYZA2000 CGSM to estimate actual irrigated rice yields. RS LAI
estimates from SLC model inversion were used to calibrate ORYZA 2000
model’s parameters for three most cultivated rice varieties in the Mekong
delta in order to estimate the rice yields under sub-optimal growth
conditions.

1.5.5

Chapter 6

This chapter provides the major findings and conclusions of the study.
Further recommendations on future study and development toward the use
of earth observation in rice heterogeneity mapping and yield estimation are
discussed.
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1
Chapter is based on: Nguyen, T.T.H., de Bie, C.A.J.M., Ali, A., Smaling, E.M.A., &
Chu, T.H. (2012). Mapping the irrigated rice cropping patterns of the Mekong delta,
Vietnam, through hyper-temporal SPOT NDVI image analysis. International Journal of
Remote Sensing, 33, 415-434
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Abstract
Successful identification and mapping of different cropping patterns under
cloudy conditions of a specific crop through remote sensing provides
important base line information for planning and monitoring. In Vietnam, this
information is either missing or unavailable; several on-going projects
studying options with radar to avoid earth observation problem caused by the
prevailing cloudy conditions have till date produced only partial successes. In
this research, optical hyper-temporal SPOT VEGETATION data (1998-2008)
was used to describe and map variability in irrigated rice cropping patterns of
the Mekong delta. Divergence statistics were used to evaluate signature
separabilities of NDVI classes generated from ISODATA classification of 10day SPOT NDVI image series. Based on this evaluation the map with 77
classes was selected. Out of these 77 mapped classes, 26 classes with prior
knowledge that they represent rice were selected to design the sampling
scheme for fieldwork and for crop calendar characterisation. Using the
collected information of 112 farmers’ fields belonging to the 26 selected
classes, the produced map provides highly accurate information on followed
rice cropping patterns (94% overall accuracy, 0.93 Kappa coefficient). We
found that the spatial distributions of the triple and the double rice cropping
systems are highly related to the flooding regime from the Hau and Tien
rivers. Areas that are highly vulnerable to flooding in the upper part and
those that are saline in the north-western part of the delta mostly have a
double rice cropping system, whilst areas in the central and the south-eastern
parts mostly have a triple rice cropping system. In turn, the duration of
flooding is highly correlated with the decision by farmers to cultivate shorter
or longer duration rice varieties. The overall spatial variability mostly
coincides with administrative units, indicating that crop pattern choices and
water control measures are locally synchronized. Water supply risks, soil
acidity and salinity constraints, and the anticipated highly fluctuating rice
market prices all strongly influence specific farmers’ choices of rice varieties.
These choices vary considerably annually, and therefore grown rice varieties
are difficult to map. Our study demonstrates high potential of optical hypertemporal images that were taken on a daily basis to differentiate and map a
high variety of irrigated rice cropping patterns and crop calendars at a high
level of accuracy in spite of the cloudy conditions.
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2.1

Introduction

In 1986, Vietnam launched a political and economic innovation campaign
(Doi Moi) with the aim of introducing reforms to facilitate the transition from
a centralized economy to a so-called socialist-oriented market economy. Doi
Moi

combined

government

planning

with

free-market

incentives.

The

programme opened the doors for establishment of private businesses and
foreign investment. It also abolished agricultural cooperatives, allocated
communal land to individual farm households, removed price controls on
agricultural goods and enabled farmers to sell their goods in the open
market. Doi Moi affected three important areas of the Vietnamese national
economy: (i) food production, (ii) investments, and (iii) freedom of business
activities. In 1993, the land tenure system was legalized and the transfer of
land use rights was allowed by passing a Land Law (Dang et al., 2006).
These reforms had a great impact and by 2000 both the area under rice
cultivation and the production of rice increased to over 3 million hectares and
32.5 million tons respectively (The Information Center - Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development, 2009). This led to Vietnam’s emergence
as the second largest rice exporting country in the world, with almost 5.8
million tons of rice exported annually. With the passage of time, however, the
focus of Doi Moi changed to industrialization. As a consequence of this shift of
interest in policies, many productive rice areas were converted to industrial
and urban land uses. Recognizing this problem, in 2001, the Vietnamese
government adopted a 20-year plan for the agricultural sector to reach 4
million hectares of irrigated rice area by 2020 and targeting an annual rice
production of 33 million tons (Planning Department - Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development, 2009). To identify progress and prospects in
meeting such an ambitious goal, annual assessment of the rice production
needs to be carried out across the country. This requires up to date and
accurate information on ‘where and when’ rice is grown in the Mekong delta,
the largest rice producing region of the country. Because of the variation of
rice cropping patterns by areas, this is proving to be an extremely difficult
task. Throughout the year, changes in the rice cropping patterns are driven
by the availability of water supply and crop management practices, leading to
a variety of land cover patterns across the region. This has created serious
problems for the local authorities and MARD, and in particular caused
inaccurate information on the area of rice cultivated and production achieved.
As a consequence, published statistical data are, unreliable and hence
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planning to avoid food security issues suffers accordingly. Although several
studies have been carried out in the Mekong delta using MODIS and radar
observations, so far the contribution to an improvement of the situation has
been marginal. The studies attempted either to look at the distribution of rice
phenology in association with cropping systems within a one or two year
period (Sakamoto et al., 2006), or to monitor rice production for specific
areas of interest (Nguyen et al., 2005; Nguyen et al., 2007; Bouvet et al.,
2009; Sakamoto et al., 2009a; Sakamoto et al., 2009b). Our present work,
in contrast, examines rice cropping patterns over a longer period for the
whole region of the delta.
Land surface information obtained from satellite data is widely used to map
land cover/ land use and its change. A common mapping approach is to use
long time series of the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
derived from optical satellite sensors (e.g. NOAA AVHRR, SPOT VEGETATION,
MODIS and MERIS). This approach assumes that the seasonal NDVI
variability is related to the behaviour of vegetation phenology. NDVI is
numerically calculated as:

NDVI =

( NIR − RED)
( NIR + RED)

(2.1)

where RED and NIR stand for the spectral reflectance measurements
acquired in red and near-infrared regions, respectively. NDVI indicates the
greenness of vegetation cover (Sellers, 1985) and by using multi-temporal or
hyper-temporal imagery, researchers have been able to provide useful
information on LCLU and their changes over time (Townshend and Justice,
1986; Townshend et al., 1987; Lenney et al., 1996). However, optical remote
sensing methods are sensitive to atmospheric conditions, cloud coverage,
and aerosol scattering. To minimize these effects, daily NDVI images are
often pre-processed to obtain maximum value composite (MVC) NDVI images
that cover a fixed period, normally from 8 to 16 days (Holben, 1986;
Townshend et al., 1994). Holben (1986) also showed that the MVC method
could reduce the variability associated with changing view and illumination
geometry.
Time series data of MVC NDVI have been proven useful for LCLU studies due
to their high temporal coverage and easy availability. Several studies on
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mapping vegetation types and their phenological patterns were carried out in
China with the use of AVHRR MVC NDVI data (Xin et al., 2002; Wang and
Tenhunen, 2004; Jiang et al., 2008), and MODIS MVC NDVI images (Xiao et
al., 2005). Both AVHRR 10-day and MODIS 8-day NDVI composites have
been shown to be capable of differentiating spatial variability in vegetation
productivity and greenness over time. Wardlow et al. (2008) showed that the
time series of MODIS 16-day MVC NDVI can be used to map regional
cropping patterns in the central United States with an overall accuracy of
84%. The use of MODIS MVC NDVI was further studied to detect the
expansion and intensification of row-crop agriculture in the south-western
Brazilian Amazon (Galford et al., 2008), and to derive estimations of the
areas of larger cropped fields in Rostov Oblast, Russia (Fritz et al., 2008).
The term hyper-temporal was first introduced by Piwowar and LeDrew (1995)
in their study of arctic sea-ice change. It is defined as a multi-temporal
image data set involving the acquisition of many images of the same area
over a period of time; and for such images to be useful, the image data
needs to be consistent from image to image, in the same way as internal
image consistency is often assumed in the analysis of single images (Piwowar
et al., 1998; McCloy, 2006).
Hyper-temporal SPOT VEGETATION (SPOT VGT) 10-day MVC NDVI imagery
acquired from 1998 - 2003 was used successfully by Immerzeel et al. (2005).
Kamthonkiat et al. (2005) analyzed time-lag relationships between the peaks
of hyper-temporal SPOT VGT NDVI and rainfall data collected from 1999 2001 for discriminating rainfed and irrigated rice in central Thailand. Xiao et
al (2002a) also found the use of NDVI and Normalised Difference Water
Index (NDWI) time series effective for detection of irrigation before rice
transplanting in Jiangsu, China. Recently SPOT VGT 10-day MVC NDVI
images were used to provide useful information for disaggregation of crop
statistics data (de Bie et al., 2008; Verbeiren et al., 2008; Khan et al., 2010).
A number of studies have used optical remote sensing to map irrigated rice
areas (Xiao et al., 2002a; Kamthonkiat et al., 2005; Xiao et al., 2005;
Sakamoto et al., 2006; Xiao et al., 2006; Sakamoto et al., 2009a; Sakamoto
et al., 2009b). However, these studies stopped before detecting and
describing all major temporal and spatial details of practised rice cropping
patterns. Given the proven high potential of hyper-temporal NDVI image
series for monitoring and mapping cropping patterns, our study aimed to
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investigate the use of SPOT VGT 10-day MVC NDVI images to describe and
map irrigated rice cropping patterns of the Mekong delta. The specific aim
was to differentiate and describe the spatial and temporal patterns of rice
grown in the region that has around 145 overcast days per year by using,
besides the ISODAT clustering routine, also the divergence statistic to
evaluate signature separabilities in order to select the best number of classes
present in the NDVI-dataset, and the correlation between those classes and
interviewed data, to develop an informative and user-friendly legend.

2.2

Data and methods

2.2.1

Rice cultivation in the Mekong delta

The Mekong delta is relatively flat with elevations ranging from 0 to 20
metres above sea level. The soils of the region are mostly alluvial. Every
year, the delta is fertilized by approximately 1 billion cubic meters of
sediment by the distributaries of the Mekong River. Newly created soils are
often saline intrusive (Nguyen, 2007; Yamashita, 2009).
Rice is mostly cultivated as a monoculture using double or triple sequential
cropping methods, although in some areas only a single crop of rice is grown
in the year. The number of crops per year is strongly related to water
availability and water management practices. Water originates from the two
largest branches of the Mekong: the Tiền and the Hậu rivers, and is
distributed by a dense and well-connected canal system. In some floodcontrolled areas, gates of dikes are opened during the flooding season every
three or four years to flood the paddy fields. This is done for about a month,
usually from September to October before the start of the W-S rice crop. This
helps to deposit silt, increase soil fertility and manage pests and diseases
without affecting the cropping calendar. Pest and diseases are managed by
area-wise synchronization of sowing dates based on forecasts of local
agricultural extension offices’ and farmers’ knowledge. Most of the fields are
seeded manually, seven to fifteen days after crosswise and lengthwise wet
ploughing and harrowing. This tillage makes the soil well puddled and the
land level for uniform distribution of water throughout each field. Fertilizers
are applied from three to five times per crop.
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2.2.2

Data

2.2.2.1 SPOT VGT 10-day NDVI MVC data
The SPOT VGT sensors onboard the SPOT-4 and SPOT-5 platforms are in
orbit with an equator crossing time at 10:30 am. The SPOT 10-day MVC NDVI
images comprise a 10-day synthesis (S10) which selects the highest
measurement by pixel during an entire period (VEGETATION Programme,
2009). The S10 MVC NDVI product is directly based on the quality of the socalled P products which are all corrected for system errors and atmospheric
conditions. Users obtaining S10 SPOT MVC NDVI data also receive quality
flags per pixel. Only pixels rated “good’ or having high radiometric quality for
bands 2 (Red: 0.61-0.68µm) and 3 (NIR: 0.78-0.89µm), while also not
having “cloud”, “shadow” and “uncertain”, were retained in this study.
Excluded pixels were all labelled as “missing”.
SPOT 4 and 5 10-day MVC NDVI 1 km resolution imagery was retrieved for
the period from April 1998 to January 2008 (VITO, 2008). These two systems
have identical characteristics. Unlike the normal NDVI data ranging from -1
to 1, the SPOT NDVI images used in this study were unsigned-8-bit integers.
The digital numbers (DN) were calculated by VITO using Equation 2.2:

DN =

NDVI + 0.1
0.004

(2.2)

All retrieved 354 images were stacked into a single image for subsequent
classification.

2.2.2.2 Ground sampling data
Two fieldtrips to the Mekong delta were carried out. The first took place in
September 2008 and October 2008. Through stratified clustered random
sampling based on the initial map generated from the SPOT NDVI data (see
2.2.3), of 26 preselected NDVI classes, 112 paddy fields were visited. All 26
classes were confirmed as rice, and their crop calendars were characterized
based on interviews with farmers in their fields. For each interview, cropping
calendar dates, crop management information, crop rice variety and
production details were collected for all crops grown over the preceding two
years. The second fieldtrip was conducted from December 2008 to May 2009.
During this trip, 68 additional fields were surveyed to serve as validation data
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for the generated rice cropping pattern map. During both fieldtrips, all paddy
field boundaries were digitized in the field using an HP-iPaq running ArcPAD
mobile GIS software.

2.2.2.3 Secondary data
Several ancillary data sets were collected and used in this study. These data
sets include the official land use map 2005 of the Mekong delta (NIAPP,
2008) (see Figure 2.1), and the official districts, roads, rivers and irrigation
works maps. The official land use map of 2005 provides information on where
rice is possibly grown, and helped to pre-selection the 26 NDVI classes for
the first fieldwork. This map was basically prepared using all possible cloudfree Landsat ETM image quicklooks of the area.

2.2.3

Image classification

2.2.3.1 Unsupervised classification
To classify the image containing all SPOT VGT MVC NDVI data, the Iterative
Self-Organizing Data Analysis Technique Algorithm (ISODATA) was used.
ISODATA is an unsupervised classification technique, which calculates class
means evenly distributed in the data space and iteratively clusters pixels
using the minimum distance rule (Tou and Gonzalez, 1974). Each iteration
calculates the class means and then reclassifies the pixels with respect to the
new means. By providing threshold parameters, iterative class splitting,
merging and deleting is done. All pixels are classified to the nearest class
unless a standard deviation or distance threshold is specified. This process
continues until the number of pixels in each class changes by less than the
selected pixel change threshold or maximum number of iterations is reached.
ISODATA presents a fairly comprehensive set of analysis on adjustment
processes that are incorporated into an interactive scheme.
ISODATA was used to make a series of classification runs of the 10-year
stacked NDVI image; the pre-defined number of classes was set from 10 to
100, making a total of 91 classification runs. For each run, the maximum
number of iteration and convergence threshold was set to 50 and 1
respectively. Selection of the best classification was based on cluster
separability.
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Figure 2.1: Land use map of 2005 of the Mekong delta with focus on rice areas
(NIAPP, 2008)

2.2.3.2 Evaluation of cluster separability
The major problem of using ISODATA is the unavailability of prior knowledge
on the ideal number of clusters (Boudraa, 1999). In order to obtain an
optimal number of clusters, an estimation of the number of clusters from
observed data is required and this also must be validated. The corrected
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number of clusters for the number of object classes present in the data can
be derived by evaluating a cluster validity index also called separability index
(Pal and Bezdek, 1995; Boudraa, 1999).
Divergence was one of the first measures of statistical separability of clusters
used in pattern recognition. It can be calculated for any combination of
image-bands. The divergence index (see Equation 2.3) was developed by
Swain (1978):

Dij =

[

]

[

1
1
tr ( ∑ i − ∑ j )(∑ −j1 − ∑ i−1 ) + tr ( ∑ i−1 + ∑ −j1 )(U i − U j )(U i − U j ) T
2
2

]

(2.3)

where, Dij is the divergence statistics between two signatures (classes) i and
j; being compared ; ∑i & ∑j are the covariance matrices of signature i and j;
Ui & Uj are the mean vectors of signatures i and j; tr denotes the trace of the
matrix; and T is the transposition function. In cases where there are more
than two classes, Swain (1978) suggested to use the average divergence,
which computes the average distance over all pairs of classes. Selection of
the classification with the highest value of average divergence is the most
reasonable strategy for correct recognition. In addition, in this study, the
minimum divergence separability index was also evaluated. The minimum
separability values reflect the distance between the most similar classes. By
visual inspection of both the average and minimum divergence values, the
best number of classes was decided upon (Khan et al., 2010).

2.2.4

Construction of the rice cropping pattern map

Firstly, from the 112 interview data, information on followed crop calendars
was extracted. These records were then grouped by NDVI class and on the
basis of the number of crops grown sequentially within one year. Combining
this with the information from interviews on rice varieties cultivated in
specific cropping seasons, the NDVI classes were described in more detail.
Secondly, as rice cropping calendars are very much related to the flooding
regime from the main rivers, information on flood duration (full inundation)
and extent was added to the map legend. Assumed is that low NDVI values
indicate flooding (Xiao et al., 2002a; de Bie et al., 2008). An arbitrary
decadal mean NDVI DN value of 50, which is equal to 0.1 of a normal NDVI
value (see equation 2), was set as the upper threshold for flooding detection.
This value is lower than the value of 75 suggested by Xiao et al. (2002a).
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This is because, in our research, flooding refers to complete inundation of the
area by sometimes up to 5m of water, whilst in the other it refers to
irrigation associated with the rice transplanting period. The flood extent was
recorded as either partial or extensive. The assessments on timing and
extent of flooding were made by evaluating by NDVI class the spatial
patterns over time of pixels having NDVI DN values lower than 50. These
were based on the original 2004-2007 10-day NDVI images only. Areas with
flood duration of less than one month were labelled as controlled, otherwise
as uncontrolled.
Finally, all surveyed NDVI classes were described based on tabulated
information on cropping patterns, flooding regime and varieties grown.
Additional information collected on soil type, soil salinity and soil pH were
added to the legend as notes. A suitable colour scheme and hatching patterns
was prepared to visualize major and minor map unit differences clearly.

2.2.5

Validation

Validation of the rice cropping pattern map was carried out using the second
field dataset. Assessment was based on the performance of the Kappa
statistic showing the agreement between the classes assigned to the survey
sites according to the map versus its legend. Information on the variety
grown was excluded from validation since this proved to be too variable
across years.

2.3

Results

2.3.1

Unsupervised classification

Figure 2.2 shows the separability comparison for the 10 to 100 separate
NDVI classifications. The separability indices increase slowly until the number
of classes reaches 77 where the average separability displays a unique peak;
after 77 classes the pattern is erratic. This indicates that 77 is the most
reasonable choice for correct pattern recognition while keeping the number of
classes relatively low (less than 100).
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Figure 2.2: Average and minimum separability based on the divergence index
for the series of 91 classification runs

Figure 2.3 provides an example of the hyper-temporal NDVI behaviour of
classes 53 and 41. The curves represent all pixels belonging to the respective
classes. In this figure, one can recognize the change within and differences
between the two classes. From 2001 onwards, class 53 suggests a clear shift
from a double to a triple rice cropping pattern with severe annual flooding
around October when the hyper-temporal NDVI curve shows very low values.
Irregularly lower NDVI values are caused by cloudy periods. As for class 41,
the hyper-temporal NDVI curve suggests a quite regular double rice cropping
pattern for the whole period.
The dips in NDVI between the individual crops grown clearly differentiate
when the area is fully inundated (DN<50), and when soggy soil and rice
sowing occurs (DN<100). The latter periods tend to be of short duration.
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Figure 2.3: Hyper-temporal NDVI curves of classes 53 and 41

2.3.2

Rice cropping pattern map

Figure 2.4 shows the rice cropping pattern map (a) and its detailed legend
(b). The short legend to the rice cropping pattern map is shown in figure
6(a). The legend presents the rice patterns in the delta and provides key
information about the types of rice cropping (2 x Rice, 3 x Rice) in
association to information about the flooding regime. The map also shows
areas of rice that were not surveyed due to time limitations. In all surveyed
areas, farmers practise either double rice cropping (2 x Rice) or triple rice
cropping (3 x Rice) in a year.
The detailed legend (see figure 2.4 (b)) provides detailed information about
the variability in cropping patterns. Farmers only started harvesting the
second crop in class 41 when the harvesting of the second crop in class 28
was completed. Meanwhile, class 42 reached at that time the middle of its
second crop cycle, and class 51 its third. Even within a class, overlap
between two crops is found. For instance, in class 53, while the harvesting of
the second crop had not totally been completed in some areas, sowing of the
third crop already began elsewhere. This clearly indicates a high degree of
temporal variability in cropping calendars.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Rice cropping pattern map of the Mekong delta and (b)
Detailed legend of the rice cropping pattern map of the Mekong delta.
Reported grown rice varieties vary considerably over years, and reflect here
only the situation as of 2007 and 2008

The legend also reveals that a variety of flooding conditions exist. Classes
that are located in areas that are extensively flooded for long periods, such
as classes 22, 31 and 33, only have two rice crops per year. Classes that are
located in controlled flooding areas, and that are only flooded for a short
period often have three crops.
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Figure 2.4 (Continued)
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Figure 2.4 (b) also provides information on rice varieties grown. In 20062008, IR 50404 was the most common variety. It has a short growing period,
high

resistance

to

pests

and

diseases,

and

relatively

low

fertilizer

requirements. Less common were Jasmine 85 and OM 576-18 (Ham trau)
varieties, which have longer growing periods. Categorized in the same low
quality rice group as IR 50454 is OM 576-18, found to be highly adapted to
areas where salinity or acidity is experienced. Jasmine 85 is, in other hand,
known as a high quality fragrant variety, and was only grown in areas where
farmers have high management skills. This variety is very vulnerable to pests
and diseases. It was the dominant rice variety in classes 53 and 31.
Table 2.1: Rice varieties grown in the Mekong delta and their characteristics
Market price (VND/dried kg) 3

Length of crop
growing period

Cropping

Rice variety

(LCGP,days)

season 2

IR50404

85-90

W-S, S-S & S-

OM 576-18

90-105

Jasmine 85
OM 1490

Early 2008

Late 2008

4,200-4,500

3,600-3,800

W-S & S-A

4,200-4,500

3,600-3,800

95-108

W-S & S-A

6,000–6,500

4,800-5,500

85-90

W-S, S-S

4,600–5,000

4,000-4,200

OM 2517

90-95

W-S & S-A

4,600–5,000

4,000-4,200

OM 2395

90- 100

W-S, S-S

4,600-5,000

4,000-4,200

A
(Hàm trâu)

& S-A

& S-A
OM 4900

100-105

W-S & S-A

4,500-5,000

4,500–5,200

OM 4218

90-95

W-S & S-A

4,500-5,000

4,500–5,200

The flood regime affects the farmers’ choices of which rice varieties to grow.
To sustain the triple rice cropping pattern, in controlled flooding areas,
farmers tend to choose varieties with shorter growing periods (around 90
days), whereas in uncontrolled flooding areas, farmers prefer longer duration
rice varieties. Most rice varieties are bred by the Cuu Long Delta Rice
Research Institute. Table 2.1 lists the lengths of the crop growing period
(LCGPs) of the most common cultivated rice varieties that were encountered
during the first fieldwork period. We found that the market price of rice which reflects the potential use of the variety for export - drives the choice
by farmers as well. Since the W-S season of 2008-2009, grown rice varieties
2
3

W-S, winter-spring; S-S, spring-summer; S-A, summer-autumn
1€ = 25,200 VND
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have changed considerably. An example is the replacement of IR 50404, for
which the price dropped quickly on the market, by higher quality varieties
such as OM 4900 and OM 4218.
The legend also shows soil problems reported by farmers. Classes such as
42, 29 and 33 experience acidity problems whereas others including classes
61, 46 and 66, suffer from salinity

2.3.3

Validation

Table 2.2 shows the accuracy indices for the rice cropping pattern map. The
accuracy assessment of the map was based on the type of rice cropping
pattern, crop calendars, and flood extent. The rice cropping pattern map
proved able to provide very accurate information on all tested rice classes
with an overall accuracy of 94% and a Kappa of 0.93. Misclassifications based
on site location occurred once for NDVI class42, characterized by double rice
cropping and 3 times for class 53, mapped as triple cropping.

2.4

Discussion and conclusions

The research has shown that mapping irrigated rice cropping patterns in the
Mekong delta using hyper-temporal images was highly successful. The 10year sequence of decadal images from the SPOT VGT sensor supported a
very effective and detailed identification of complex agricultural cropping
patterns of irrigated rice. Considering that the official land use map is
updated only once every 5 years, the use of hyper-temporal NDVI data
allows accurate and up-to-date information to be mapped when required.
Since the use SPOT product is originally based on daily imagery, sufficient
cloud free information remained to make the mapping possible.
Figure 2.5 shows side-by-side a detailed comparison of the official land use
map of 2005 (see figure 2.1) and the rice cropping pattern map produced in
this research (see figure 2.4(a)). According to the official land use map,
farmers in Thoai Son district practised double rice cropping, but according to
our derived map, they grow three rice crops (class 37).
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Table 2.2: Accuracy of the rice cropping pattern map using the detail legend
(excluding information on varieties grown)

Class of the sample sites according to
the map legend

NDVI group and class of the sample sites according
to their location on map
Samples

User’s accuracy
(%)

A

A

A

B

C

E

F

G

G

G

53

51

37

55

66

63

44

29

42

60

53

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16

100

51

2

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

71

37

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

100

55

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

100

66

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

100

63

1

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

5

80

44

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

100

29

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

4

100

42

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

4

100

60

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

15

16

94

19

5

2

10

2

4

2

4

5

15

68

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 80

100

Samples
Producer’s
accuracy (%)

84

Overall accuracy: 94%
Kappa: 0.93

Similarly in Co Do district, our map identified double rice cropping (class 44)
whereas the official land use map reported single rice cropping and shrimp
culture, which is no longer practised in the area.
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Figure 2.5: Rice maps of Thoai Son and Co Do districs: (a) from the official
land use map of 2005 and (b) from the produced rice cropping pattern map
(Figure 2.4)

Figure 7 also shows that our map has limitations due to the coarse resolution
of SPOT imagery (1km). This only shows that its inherent scale is smaller
than 1:100,000.
Further comparison between our map of rice cropping pattern (see Figure
2.4(a)) and the official 2005 land use map (see Figure 2.1) shows that the
amount of detail about grown rice crops is much higher in our map legend
and, in addition, it reflects that the cropping patterns are highly associated
with environmental conditions, especially with prevailing flooding regimes.
At the commune level, the rice cropping patterns proved very homogeneous.
By the self–organized seeding and harvesting time synchronization, damages
to rice by pests and diseases remain limited, and water management is
locally better controlled That is why the borders of our map units often
coincide with administrative boundaries (see Figure 2.6). This area-based
homogeneity contributed to our mapping success; the map-units that are
based on 1km2 pixels hardly contain a mix of cropping patterns so that in the
legend a 1:1 relationship between class and pattern could be reported.
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Figure 2.6: Overlay of Mekong Commune boundaries on the normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) – rice map

In our study we were not, however, able to include in the legend pertinent
information on grown rice varieties. This is due to the high annual variability
in farmers’ choice of varieties.
Our study proved that using hyper-temporal SPOT Vegetation NDVI imagery
and ISODATA is able to capture relevant rice cropping differences of all 26
studied NDVI classes. We found that by applying the ISODATA unsupervised
classification algorithm and using the divergence separability indices, the
prevailing rice cropping patterns could be mapped successfully. The choice
made on the number of classes present in the NDVI-dataset though the use
of divergence index worked out excellently. We also found that in spite of the
cloudy conditions of the Mekong delta, 10-years of decadal SPOT data
contained sufficient valid information to overcome this problem. We therefore
conclude that hyper-temporal SPOT Vegetation NDVI data is very useful and
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suitable to map cropping patterns and we recommend that our approach be
applied to the whole Mekong delta region.
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Abstract
A new quantitative method extracts a land cover heterogeneity map (LaHMa)
from hyper-temporal remote sensing data. The feature extraction method is
data-driven, unbiased, and builds on the commonly used data reduction
technique of ISODATA clustering with the support of divergence separability
indices. Firstly, the relevant spatial-temporal variation in NDVI is classified
through ISODATA clustering. Secondly, a series of prepared cluster maps are
overlaid to examine and detect the frequency with which boundaries between
clusters occur at the same location. This step identifies the boundary strength
between clusters, and detects spatial heterogeneity within them. Results of
the method are explored for the typical agriculture-defined landscape of the
Mekong

delta,

Vegetation

and

Vietnam,

using

MODIS-Terra.

NDVI-imagery
The

method

time-series
extracts

from

useful

SPOT-

landscape

heterogeneity features and can support land cover mapping requiring
information on fragmentation and land cover gradients.
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3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

Spatial heterogeneity

Global and regional ecosystem patterns have long been studied by biologists
and ecologists (Lieth and Whittaker, 1975; Box, 1978). More recently, global
warming models require accurate data on land cover and its heterogeneity
(Turner et al., 2001). Studying this spatial heterogeneity and vegetation
complexity involves consideration of both the structural complexity of the
vegetation, as well as its spatial-temporal variability (Li and Reynolds, 1994).
Ecologists have embraced the view that the world is heterogeneous and
complex (Chesson and Case, 1986). Landscapes exhibit various degrees of
spatial heterogeneity due to the interactions of natural and anthropogenic
processes. Certain mosaics of land use and land cover appear with
boundaries and edges between them when seen at a specific scale. Within
the theory of landscape ecology, boundaries are equated with transitional
areas (Kent et al., 1997), of which in theory two extremes occur (Figure 3.1),
referred to as ecotones and ecoclines (Whittaker, 1960; van der Maarel and
Westhoff, 1964; van Leeuwen, 1966). This theory is useful when attempting
to

capture

landscape

heterogeneity

and

gradients.

Heterogeneity

is

interpreted as representing various strengths of ecotones and ecoclines.
Figure 1 exhibits scale through the location of map units; scale basically
defines the difference between an ecotone and an ecocline.
Ecotones are important key structures of the functioning of landscape, and
have a special role as indicators of climate change (Farina, 2006). Moreover,
ecotone research has been linked to landscape ecology through edge effects,
interior habitat, and ecological gradients (Wiens et al., 1985; Forman, 1995;
Ewers and Didham, 2006). These boundaries of land mosaics may be driven
by

soil

and

vegetation

discontinuities,

strongly

influencing

species

composition and distribution (Imaz et al., 2002). Ecotones also affect fluxes
and accumulation of materials and energy (Harper et al., 2005). Studies by
Fonderflick et al. (2010), and Pogue and Schnell (2001) found that reduction
of ecotone areas due to agriculture intensification was one of the causes of
biodiversity decline.
Spatial heterogeneity is not a static concept (Gustafson, 1998), but rather a
function of spatial and temporal scales (Kent et al., 1997; Gustafson, 1998).
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The spatial pattern and the intra-annual (temporal) changes within that
landscape must be understood in order to quantify and study spatial
heterogeneity

through

the

analysis

of

imagery

captured

by

earth

observations. In other words, applying the incorrect spatial and temporal
scale

of

remote

sensing

imagery

to

spatial

analyses

can

lead

to

misinterpretation (Wiens, 1989). Therefore, careful consideration of the scale
at which spatial heterogeneity is defined and measured is critical.

Figure 3.1: Comparing spatial sequences of map units for ecotones and
ecoclines: (A) the sudden transition between two map units due to an
ecotone; (B) the comparatively more gradual transition across map units as is
characteristic for an ecocline (gradient)

An existing method of quantifying spatial heterogeneity is through gradient
representation (Gosz, 1992). Gradient models are a human construct,
allowing empirical relations between conditions, distributions and ecological
community patterns to be explored. Essentially, they serve to organize
environmental and biotic heterogeneity in a logical way (Keddy, 1991).
Sampling heterogeneity in a statistically robust and sound manner, has
proven to be a challenge, with researchers often stratifying their sampling
regimes along subjectively chosen landscape features (White and Hood,
2004) or transects (Skidmore and Turner, 1992). Such sampling approaches
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could be further improved if they were guided by an initial idea of the spatial
heterogeneity inherent in the landscape of interest.

3.1.2

Hyper-temporal NDVI Images

Many studies have explored the use of multi-temporal image datasets,
acquired intra-annually or inter-annually, for ecosystem monitoring, land
cover (crop) identification, and change detection (Cayrol et al., 2000; Eerens
et al., 2001; Ledwith, 2002; Souza et al., 2003; Brand and Malthus, 2004;
Budde et al., 2004; Coppin et al., 2004) . Other studies have discussed and
demonstrated

that

using

hyper-temporal

NDVI (Normalized

Difference

Vegetation Index) image datasets is particularly suitable to map (agro-)
ecosystems,

exploiting

their

ability to

capture

aspects of

vegetation

phenology and crop calendar characteristics (Gorham, 1998; Murakami et al.,
2001; Uchida, 2001; Hill and Donald, 2003; de Bie, 2004; de Bie et al.,
2008; Sakamoto et al., 2009a; Khan et al., 2010).
The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) quantifies the green
vegetation

cover

in

crops

and

plant

species

present

in

vegetation

communities on the Earth’s surface (Tucker, 1979). It is calculated from
(NIR-Red)/(NIR+Red). As vegetated land cover grows, ages, and dies, the
concentration of chlorophyll in its tissue fluctuates over time, a change which
is detectable by NDVI (Tucker, 1979). Aside from the volume of vegetated
biomass present, NDVI has been related to a variety of physical and
biological parameters (e.g. Leaf Area Index (LAI), species, effects of
soil/snow, etc.). It effectively provides us with information on the vigor and
abundance of the Earth’s vegetated land cover (Campbell, 1996), which
many studies have demonstrated (Justice et al., 1985; Drenge and Tucker,
1988; Maggi and Stroppiana, 2002; Archer, 2004; Sarkar and Kafatos, 2004)
(Sellers, 1985; Unganai and Kogan, 1998; Weiss et al., 2004) though the
biomass signal saturates at higher NDVI values (Skidmore et al., 2010).
In addition, NDVI can provide information on the spatial distribution and
temporal characteristics of the vegetated land cover, with the temporal
aspect being exploited in this study. Stutheit (1991) noted that NDVI multitemporal functionality should become a fundamental enhancement to all
spatial analysis systems while Saab and Haythornthwaite (1990) described
the difficulties with this enhancement: ‘Time is the fourth dimension’, they
noted, ‘it is unlike the first three dimensions in that it is asymmetrical, and
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difficult to envision, much less to comprehend’. However, this fourth
dimension can greatly enhance the information extracted from remote
sensing imagery. To achieve this enhancement, Piwowar and LeDrew (1995)
called not only for new techniques to be developed, but also existing image
processing tools to be used such as unsupervised classification and principal
components analysis.
In comparison to semi-natural landscapes, agricultural landscapes frequently
display a higher seasonal (intra-annual) variability than a spatial one (de Bie
et al., 2008). In the past, this temporal variability has been under-utilized for
mapping due to the unavailability of satellite images at sufficient frequency
and quality. However, since 1998 and 2000, suitable temporal dataset
coverage of SPOT-Vegetation and MODIS-Terra imagery respectively has
been available to study, explore, and gain in-depth insights on the use of
hyper-temporal datasets for improved mapping and monitoring of agroecosystems.

Since

each

dataset

has

its

own

spatial

and

temporal

characteristics, both were explored here.
Temporal trajectory analysis, drawing on time-profile-based data originating
from high observation frequency (hyper-temporal) imagery, has primarily
been explored using threshold-based methods, compositing-algorithms, or
Fourier series approximation (Salvatori et al., 1999; Coppin et al., 2004;
Canisius et al., 2007; Lhermitte et al., 2008). This paper builds on a
multivariate data-reduction methodology that does not force given functions
to the data like Fourier approximation. Wavelet theory (Young, 1963) also
provides a general mathematical framework for decomposition of images into
components at different temporal and spatial scales (Schmidt and Skidmore,
2003; Murwira and Skidmore, 2005; Schowengerdt, 2006). It minimizes
fuzzy boundaries between clusters (classes), and reduces noise effects. Use
of a Fourier or wavelet transform, however, assumes that behaviour between
years remains stable, averaging out changes in cropping patterns or heavy
variability in weather patterns.

3.1.3

The ISODATA clustering technique and cluster
separability indices

Hyper-temporal image datasets are data-rich, and through classification
(clustering) their data volume must be reduced and generalized. Clustering is
an unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data items, or
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feature vectors) into groups, clusters or classes (Jain et al., 1999). All
existing clustering algorithms (deterministic, statistical or fuzzy) share the
difficulty of not knowing a-priori the number of clusters (Boudraa, 1999).
Visual identification of clusters as input for supervised classification is hardly
feasible when using hyper-temporal datasets; the feature space encapsulates
too many bands (time-periods) for visual pattern recognition. A further
concern is that clusters derived from hyper-temporal imagery will by default
contain autocorrelation and collinearity, caused by (i) seasonality and (ii) the
occurrence of a large number of mixed pixels (‘mixels’).
The iterative self-organizing data analysis (ISODATA) clustering technique
(Ball and Hall, 1965) derived from the k-means clustering technique
(MacQueen, 1967) systematically choose k initial cluster centers or means
(Hoekstra, 1998). A drawback of the k-means algorithm is that the centroids
of clusters are determined once; then they remain fixed. The ISODATA
algorithm is ‘self-organizing’, minimizing the Euclidean distances to form
clusters of pixels (Swain, 1973; ERDAS Inc. , 2003). It first merges clusters
with a small distance between their centroids into one cluster, then divides
the cluster with the largest variance into two clusters (Jain et al., 1999). The
initial k centroids are iteratively updated in such a way that, after a number
of cycles, the k centroids properly represent the inherent k clusters.
Since a prior knowledge is generally not available, estimation of the number
of clusters from the observed data (k) is required (Boudraa, 1999). This
problem, known as the ‘cluster validation problem’ (Halkidi et al., 2001),
essentially remains unresolved at present. The goal is to estimate the
optimum number of clusters during the clustering process. The number of
clusters at which a validation index is lowest (or highest) is proposed as a
value for the number of object classes present in the data (Davies and
Bouldin, 1979; Bezdek and Pal, 1998; Halkidi et al., 2001).
Many

functions

called

‘cluster

validity

indices’

have

been

proposed

(Bouguessa et al., 2006), measuring the distance between signatures of two
clusters. Choosing an index is a subtle and difficult exercise (Dubes, 1987;
Thomas et al., 1987). This research used the divergence index (Swain,
1978), which can be calculated for any combination of image bands (ERDAS
Inc., 2009). The transformed divergence index was not used as (i) it does not
add information to Dij, and (ii) it has a saturating behaviour (Richards and
Xiuping Jia, 2006), especially for TDij values above 1.9 (Dij > 24)(Jensen,
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1996). The generally recommended Jeffries-Matusita Distance index also
suffers from saturation (Richards and Jia, 2006). TDij values below 1.9 (Dij <
24) is generally considered to indicate ‘poor separability’ (Jensen, 1996; Tso
and Mather, 2001; ERDAS Inc., 2009).
As the expected overlap of derived clusters is considerable, no guidance can
be given as to what the separability values signify in absolute terms, except
that Dij must be > 24 (Jensen, 1996). Visual inspection of the cluster
signatures (NDVI profiles) and comparison of the validity index values
obtained are, as earlier stated, the only two options available. Bouguessa et
al. (2006) stated that use of a validity index provides the only objective
measurement of a clustering result, and that its best value is frequently used
to choose the optimum number of clusters of the clustering algorithm.
A clustering iteration between a minimum and maximum amount of
acceptable clusters (classes) is thus required (must be preset). Following the
iteration, all recorded separability values are then studied by the researcher,
to make an informed selection of the ‘best’ clustering result. Since Dij has a
quadratic behaviour (Richards and Xiuping Jia, 2006), deviation of individual
Dij values from the Dij series trend provides the required guidance.
Besides use of ISODATA, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is another
method of interest that possesses the ability to successfully summarize the
variability

present

in

hyper-temporal

image

datasets.

PCA

(Jolliffe,

2005)essentially compresses the bulk of the variability into a small number of
images, or ‘principal components’. The algorithm can be used to compress
the information content of a large number of bands (images) into a few
number of principal component (PC) images (Richards and Xiuping Jia,
2006). However, the disadvantage of PCA concerns the size of areas input to
a PCA. Smaller areas that exhibit unique, and interesting NDVI temporal
profiles, will only be represented when its total contribution to remaining
unexplained
shortcoming.
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3.2

Materials and Method

3.2.1

Data

3.2.1.1 The rice cropping system map of the Mekong delta
Results presented in this study are based on satellite-acquired imagery of the
Mekong delta area, in Southern Vietnam. The predominant land cover type in
the region is irrigated rice (Oryza sativa), cultivated throughout the year.
Through earlier analysis of a SPOT-Vegetation dataset and interview-based
fieldwork, a detailed rice cropping systems map is available (Nguyen et al.,
2012b).

3.2.1.2 SPOT Vegetation
Geo-referenced SPOT-4 and SPOT-5 Vegetation 10 day composite NDVI
images at 1 km2 resolution were used. The dataset extended from April 1998
until 31 January 2008 (354 images) and was obtained from www.VGT.vito.be
as the S10 product. The SPOT-Vegetation sensor measures four spectral
bands, i.e.: B1 (Blue) at 0.43-0.47 µm, B2 (Red) at 0.61-0.68 µm, B3 (Near
Infrared-NIR) at 0.78-0.89 µm, and Middle Infrared/Short Wave Infrared
(MIR/SWIR) at 1.58-1.75 µm. The images contain DN values defined as: DN
= (NDVI+0.1)/0.004, with the S10 product generated using the best quality
daily image values of B2 and B3 over a 10 day period as determined by the
Maximum Value Compositing (MVC) algorithm. Each month, three S10
products

are

composited.

The

downloaded

images

were

de-clouded,

removing pixel values considered as invalid as determined by the supplied
quality record. Only pixels with a ‘good’ radiometric quality rating for B2 and
B3, and not having ‘shadow’, ‘cloud’ or ‘uncertain’ were kept. Removed pixel
values were given a value of zero. No further pre-processing was carried out
on the data.

3.2.1.3 MODIS Terra
Version-5 MODIS-Terra L3-V005 250 m resolution NDVI images (MOD13Q1
product)

were

obtained

using

the

NASA

web

facility

at

https://wist.echo.nasa.gov. The images were a 16 day Maximum Value
Composite (MVC) cycle, with the dataset extending from the 18th February
2000 to the 27th August 2008 (196 images with 23 images per year). The
dataset projection was sinusoidal on the WGS84 spheroid. Version 5 MODIS-
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Terra NDVI data were Validated Stage 2, meaning that accuracy had been
assessed over a widely distributed set of locations and time periods via
several ground-truth and validation efforts. The red and near-infrared
reflectance, centered at 0.645 µm and 0.858 µm, were used to determine the
daily NDVI values. The MVC data ranged between -2000 and 10000. They
were rescaled using the formula: DN = Integer of (0.021333 NDVI + 43.117)
to obtain values from 0 to 256. Zeros were substituted to replace any missing
data values. A DN value of 85 referred to the start of photosynthetic activity.
No additional pre-processing was done.

3.2.2

Method

3.2.2.1 Mapping of land cover heterogeneity
The ISODATA algorithm self-organizes the clusters when x clusters are
created, showing considerably similar results when x+1 clusters are
requested. It splits the cluster with the largest variance into two clusters,
whilst recalibrating all other cluster centroids. Based on the new set of
centroids, all pixels are re-assigned to a cluster. Each clustering output may
be represented as a land unit map containing the spatial location and
distribution of generated NDVI classes (clusters). Considering this, the two
generated maps (of x, and x+1 clusters) will also show considerable
similarity. This research, besides making use of a cluster validity index to
evaluate which cluster-map is considered best (y), presents the integration of
the series of maps having x to y clusters to extract the required
heterogeneity index. The highest possible index value is defined by the
difference between x and y. Integration of the prepared NDVI cluster maps
delivers the required heterogeneity index map reflecting variability in space
and time of land cover greenness.
The frequency of boundaries between clusters occurring at the same location
can be used to assess the strength of boundaries. Here, a boundary is
defined by the line around a group of spatially connected pixels (equating to
a map unit) that have been assigned to the same cluster (class). A landscape
heterogeneity map will show (spatially) the frequency or strength (within a
maximum range of y minus x) with which two adjacent pixels are classified
differently. The map output, a ‘Landscape Heterogeneity Map’, depicts
boundaries with varying strength across a landscape and shows internal
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heterogeneity within map units. The method by which the ‘Landscape
Heterogeneity Map’ is generated is termed the ‘LaHMa’ method.
If two clusters are spatial neighbours and are spatially highly mixed (with a
random ‘salt and pepper’ texture), the user may consider merging them into
a complex unit. When the two classes show a clear pattern within the
landscape, it possibly points to an underlying spatial gradient. Landscape
gradients can be expressed by two or more map units (Figure 3.1). Note
however that gradients can occur across map units that are not spatially
connected.
The use of a landscape heterogeneity map can be compared to the use of a
feature space as used to visually support supervised Maximum Likelihood
classification (Richards and Xiuping Jia, 2006). The landscape heterogeneity
map supports cluster separability assessment of unsupervised classification
efforts.

3.2.2.2 ISODATA clustering of image stacks
For each hyper-temporal NDVI image dataset, using the ISODATA clustering
algorithm, a series of unsupervised classification runs were executed to
generate from 10 to 100 classes. Each ISODATA run thus generated a
classified map having a pre-defined number of classes.
Following Nguyen et al.(2012b), for each classification, divergence indices
(Dij) were calculated between all possible pairs of signatures to assess their
separability (Swain, 1978). Only the minimum and average divergence
indices were kept to represent each run. The separability data for all runs
were then plotted against the number of classes generated by each run. The
plot was interpreted to select the best choice in terms of the number of
clusters (classes) that can be generated to represent the variability in the
processed hyper-temporal NDVI image datasets. Presence of gradients in a
landscape will automatically lead to cluster overlap and to the question of
how classes occurring across ecoclines should be divided (Figure 3.1).
Presence of ecoclines (i.e. where clusters overlap) suggests that the ‘cluster
validation problem’ can never be solved completely; any gradient can be split
into a number of user defined classes.
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3.2.2.3 Preparation of a landscape heterogeneity map
This procedure concerns the generated maps from 10 classes up to the map
representing the best choice in number of clusters (classes) generated from
the processed dataset. The output is a ‘Landscape Heterogeneity Map’ LaHMa (Figure 3.2). Processing steps are:
Extract edges: Convert the raster data (class maps) to polygon and then
to polyline files.
Generate rasters of the edges: Convert the polyline files to raster format
with a grid size of 10% (or 50%) of the original raster resolution. Grid
cells containing a line are given a value of 1, all other cells are given a
value of 0.
Sum the stack of rasters: Stack all raster files and then sum the grid cell
values of the stack to a single raster layer. These ‘sums’ represent the
required LaHMa heterogeneity values for presentation as a map; the
values are measures of cluster variability in the spatial-temporal domain.
Note that the heterogeneity values can be assigned to the z-scale of 3D
scenes to visualize the derived heterogeneity values in combination with
available maps or imagery.

Figure 3.2: Preparation of a landscape heterogeneity map. It starts with an
example of output (stacked maps) of the initial steps when a 10% grid size of
the original raster resolution (1km) is used and ends with two esamples of
output achieved through the final step.
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3.3

Results

3.2.1

ISODATA clustering of the hyper-temporal NDVI
image datasets

The minimum and average separability values, obtained for each ISODATA
run, were plotted versus the number of classes generated by that run (from
10 to 100 classes) in Figure 3.3, which supports the choice about the best
number of clusters to represent the variability in the hyper-temporal NDVI
image dataset. Positive deviations from the trend lines indicate a relatively
balanced clustering solution. A sharp peak occurs in the average separability
values at 77 clusters (Figure 3.3a), which coincides with a moderate peak in
minimum separability. The loss of valuable information due to underestimation of the number of classes should be avoided, so 77 classes appear
to be a reasonable compromise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Estimation of the best number of classes to map the land cover of
the Mekong delta. Panel (a) through 10-year SPOT-Vegetation NDVI images
(trend-lines are added to support interpretation) (improved from Nguyen et
al. (2012b)). Panel (b) through 8.5-year MODIS-Terra NDVI images. The red
line depicts the average divergence separability values obtained per class run.
The blue line represents the associated minimum divergence separability
values.
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The average and minimum separability plot obtained from the MODIS-Terra
NDVI image dataset is shown in Figure 3.3 (b). The identification of the best
number of representative clusters is compounded by: (i) the lack of a peak
divergence value, and (ii) the gradual drop of minimum divergence values
below the threshold of 24 (poor separability). As stated above, the user
should aim to generate the lowest possible number of classes, while not
discarding valuable information caused by under-estimation of the number of
clusters present in the dataset. In this case a compromise was selected with
a 73 class option; this has a locally high maximum in the average divergence
value which coincides with a distinctive local peak in the minimum divergence
value above the threshold of 24. One might argue that the plot should be
extended to incorporate more than 100 classes in order to fully explore the
behaviour of the two separability statistics. However, such an action would
disregard the 100 class upper limit we specified.

3.2.2

The ISODATA generated land unit maps and their
NDVI profiles

The two land unit maps, derived using ISODATA, are shown in Figure 3.4.
Each class is associated with a specific temporal NDVI profile. The series of
NDVI profiles allow the clusters to be interpreted as classes. Fieldwork is
required to interpret profile data with relevant land cover and land use
descriptions.
It can be seen here that MODIS-Terra effectively discriminates linear
landscape features (for the Mekong delta). In contrast, the lower spatial
resolution SPOT-Vegetation product discriminates generalized landscape
patterns. Both hyper-temporal dataset products represent landscape patterns
at their specific pixel resolution level. If the resolution is finer, more complex
patterns may occur at the cost of generalization. Colours assigned to classes
shown in Figure 3.4 have, as yet, no direct meaning. However, their spatial
patterning and distributions are recognizable. The spatial cluster distribution
outputs are accompanied by mean cluster signature outputs that show the 10
year mean NDVI profiles by cluster. From the profiles, past temporal land
cover (NDVI) behaviour, including changes made in cropping systems, can be
examined and interpreted.
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Figure 3.4: Comparing cluster distributions of the Mekong delta, Vietnam,
derived using the modified ISODATA algorithm :(a) the 77 clusters derived
from the SPOT Vegetation dataset at 1km resolution, and (b) the 73 clusters
derived from the MODIS Terra dataset at 250m resolution. Cluster composed
of pixels representing rice growing areas are shown in colours, while those
covering non-rice areas are shown in grey scale.

3.2.3

The landscape heterogeneity maps

The landscape heterogeneity map obtained from the SPOT-Vegetation
dataset is shown in Figure 3.5, alongside an existing 2005 rice systems map
(NIAPP, 2008).
Note that for many areas, clear spatial similarities exist. A closer inspection
of the landscape heterogeneity maps, derived from the SPOT-Vegetation and
MODIS-Terra datasets for the Mekong delta (Figure 3.6), reveals the effect of
the different spatial resolution imagery used in its construction. Large
homogenous patches are evident in the SPOT-Vegetation derived map. In
contrast, a higher frequency of boundaries can be observed in the MODISTerra derived map. The main processes underlying the cover heterogeneity in
the Mekong delta are almost fully related to variability in practiced rice
cropping calendars. The article by Nguyen et al., (2012b) reveals the
differences between areas in cropping calendars practiced and of their related
flooding regimes.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the SPOT-Vegetation landscape heterogeneity map
and the existing rice map (as of 2005). Panel (a) the landscape heterogeneity
map derived from the map series of 10–77 classes, generated by the ISODATA
algorithm. It depicts (i) high strength boundaries (dark brown to black), (ii)
homogeneous (white) to heterogeneous areas (yellowish-brown), and (iii)
low strength boundaries (light brown bands). Panel (b) rice areas as
extracted from the 2005 land-use map of NIAPP (2008). They split the rice
cropping systems practiced into three rainfed and three irrigated categories.

3.3

Discussion

The LaHMa method to map land cover heterogeneity at landscape level
through a data-driven, unbiased approach exploits hyper-temporal remote
sensing datasets. It builds on the commonly used ISODATA clustering
algorithm and on data-driven guidance through the use of divergence
statistics. Integration of the series of ISODATA generated land unit maps
reveals units (zones) that share high strength boundaries (ecotones), and
which ones do not (ecoclines) plus heterogeneity within each delineated map
unit. Units that form ecocline zones jointly represent a gradient.
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Figure 3.6: Two landscape heterogeneity maps with different resolutions
compared. Panel (a) a map derived from the boundaries of 10–77 classes
obtained from the 1-km resolution SPOT Vegetation unsupervised
classification iterations (0 = low boundary strength, 77 = high boundary
strength). Panel (b) a map derived from the boundaries of 10–73 classes
obtained from the 250-m resolution MODIS Terra unsupervised classification
iterations (0 = low boundary strength, 73 = high boundary strength). Larger
population centers are marked in red, while the primary distributary channels
of the Mekong River are marked in light blue.

The maps produced express the interaction of environmental and human
created gradients on land cover variability across the landscape. The
heterogeneity relates to the spatial variability of different cover types or their
mosaics. High temporal landscape changes within a homogeneous area, as
associated

with

dynamic

seasonal

patterns,

are

part

of

the

area’s

characteristics; they do not contribute to heterogeneity. When the seasonal
patterns differ over space, they do contribute. The map may serve to guide
subsequent studies and sampling of the delineated units and zones. The
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derived landscape heterogeneity map can be considered as a useful source
for a landscape analyst, essentially visualizing the complexity of the
landscape in question.
The method was explored using the Mekong delta, Vietnam as a case study
site, and using two different hyper-temporal image datasets (1 km resolution
SPOT Vegetation and 250 m resolution MODIS Terra). The SPOT Vegetation
derived landscape heterogeneity map displayed potential to reflect the
expression of land cover heterogeneity across the delta. In this context
however,

the

MODIS

Terra

product

detected

many

linear

features

representing roads/canals with houses and homestead garden aggregations.
Given that landscapes exhibit distinctive spatial patterns at different scales,
the scale of observation significantly influences what can be observed (Wiens,
1989; Saab, 1999). Use of finer resolution data tends to detect many more
(local) changes in land cover as ecotones. Analysts should thus be mindful,
that the use of finer spatial resolution data will generate more detail on local
land cover variability. The influence of scale on the level of detail required
must be carefully considered, and depends on research questions asked
(Benson and MacKenzie, 1995). The amount and spatial uniformity of
modifications made to the natural environment and the spatial cover
differences within natural landscapes (patchiness) are also expected to play a
role in such considerations.
The LaHMa method successfully processed spatial-temporal data of the green
land cover and produced a map showing ecotones and ecoclines. In that
sense, the green cover reflects in turn spatial differences (combinations) of
climate, weather, landform, terrain, soils, and land use. LaHMa thus provides
researchers a robust additional tool in their efforts to stratify, describe and
study landscape features.
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rice 5

5
This chapter is based on Nguyen Thi Thu Ha, Verhoef, W., de Bie, C.A.J.M., Venus, V.,
Suarez Urrutia, J.A., & Nieuwenhuis, W. Leaf area index of irrigated rice: a comparison
of MODIS LAI product and inversion estimates by the Soil-Leaf-Canopy radiative
transfer model. Remote Sensing of Environment. In Revision (after review)
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Abstract
The leaf area index (LAI) is an important biophysical parameter in terrestrial
ecosystem models. In this study MODIS 8-day LAI (MOD15A2) data at 1km
spatial resolution were compared with field data and with LAI estimates
derived from MODIS 8-day surface reflectance data (MOD09A1). Data that
captured the seasonal variation in LAI of 60 irrigated rice fields located in the
Mekong delta of Vietnam were used for this comparison. To estimate rice LAI,
the MOD09A1 data were inverted through the Soil-Leaf-Canopy (SLC)
radiative transfer model following the look-up table (LUT) approach. LAI
evolution of irrigated rice during a cropping season could be much better be
estimated by the SLC model (R2=0.69, RMSE=0.9) than by the algorithm
used by NASA (R2=0.07, RMSE=2.1). By using information on background
reflectance in particular of water together with rice leaf and canopy
properties, SLC provided great flexibility to simulate seasonal LAI of irrigated
rice.
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4.1

Introduction

Remote sensing data can be exploited for the retrieval of land surface
variables, such as leaf area index (LAI). These are key biophysical
parameters in most ecosystem productivity models and in global models of
ecology and climate (Myneni et al., 1997; Sellers et al., 1997). LAI is defined
as the total one-sided area of leaf tissue per unit ground surface area (Breda,
2003), and serves as one of the most important parameters in crop growth
simulation models (Bouman et al., 1996; van Ittersum et al., 2003).
LAI can be retrieved from remotely sensed data by statistical and physical
approaches. While the former are mostly based on empirical relationships
between in situ LAI and Vegetation Indices (VI) (Carlson and Ripley, 1997;
Myneni et al., 1997; Turner et al., 1999; Gupta et al., 2000; Wang et al.,
2005), the latter are mostly based on the inversion of a canopy radiative
transfer model (RTM) (Myneni et al., 1997; Knyazikhin et al., 1998a; Kimes
et al., 2000; Weiss et al., 2000; Combal et al., 2003; Schlerf and Atzberger,
2006). LAI estimations based on empirical relationships often suffer from
saturation and a low sensitivity at high values of LAI (Baret and Guyot, 1991;
Brown et al., 2000; Eklundh et al., 2001), and the relationships are
dependent on location, vegetation type and growing stage (Baret and Guyot,
1991; Colombo et al., 2003). Empirical approaches thus lack generality and
are consequently not fit to be applied for regional-scale operations.
Canopy radiative transfer models, on the other hand, describe the interaction
between solar radiation and vegetation elements inside the canopy and the
background surface. The models calculate , by physical laws, the Top-OfCanopy (TOC) reflectance as a function of vegetation characteristics (Goel,
1989; Meroni et al., 2004), and are hence able to provide explicit
relationships between TOC reflectance and the vegetation’s physical and
biochemical properties (Houborg et al., 2007).
LAI estimation by inverting RTM is a powerful approach. Inversion of canopy
RTM can be sub-categorized into numerical optimization (NOP) approaches
(Jacquemoud et al., 1995; Jacquemoud et al., 2000; Vohland et al., 2010),
Look-Up Table (LUT) approaches (Weiss et al., 2000; Combal et al., 2003;
Darvishzadeh et al., 2008), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approaches
(Weiss and Baret, 1999; Atzberger, 2004; Fang and Liang, 2005; Bacour et
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al., 2006; Schlerf and Atzberger, 2006), and statistical multiple regression
techniques (Durbha et al., 2007).
The NOP methods have been widely used in Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF)research to retrieve LAI (Goel, 1989; Liang and
Strahler, 1993; Liang and Strahler, 1994; Kimes et al., 2000; Vohland et al.,
2010). Though LAI estimation by using this approach performed better than
by using a simple empirical approach, the NOP methods were found to be
computationally demanding, and therefore difficult to apply operationally at
regional scale (Liang, 2004). The LUT and ANN methods are possible
solutions to overcome the huge demand of computation time required by
RTM inversion through NOP. Nevertheless, they require a large database of
simulated canopy reflectance spectra for proper training (in the case of ANN)
and reliable simulations (in the case of LUT) in order to achieve accurate LAI
values.

Although

both

methods

appear

very

suitable

for

large-scale

operation, LUT has one advantage over ANN. Conceptually, LUT is a simple
method and could potentially overcome limitations of iterative optimization
algorithms , namely excessive computation times and the risk of converging
into local minima that are not necessarily close to the actual solution (Kimes
et al., 2000; Combal et al., 2003; Schlerf and Atzberger, 2006). Hence,
many have adopted it as one of the most applicable methods for their studies
(Myneni et al., 1997; Knyazikhin et al., 1998a; Knyazikhin et al., 1998b). A
LUT-based method is , therefore, easy to implement, whilst ANNs require a
good design of the network architecture and assessment of the network’s
performance (Liang, 2004). LUT is also known as an advanced method to
solve vegetation BRDF model inversion (Kimes et al., 2000).
A general limitation of model inversion is that this problem is often ill-posed
(Combal et al., 2003; Atzberger, 2004). This happens when the inversion
solutions are not unique, meaning that several combinations of canopy
parameters yield similar canopy reflectance spectra (Weiss and Baret, 1999).
To reduce the ill-posed problem, two methods are advised. The first method
considers the use of prior knowledge to regularize the inversion process in
the look-up table (LUT), and the second takes the dynamic evolution of LAI
during a growing cycle into account (Atzberger, 2004).
For decades, LAI estimation by optical remote sensing for irrigated rice was
mainly based on established empirical relationships between LAI and VI
(Shibayama and Akiyama, 1989; Casanova et al., 1998; Xiao et al., 2002b;
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Wang et al., 2007; Kushida and Yoshino, 2010). The use of RTM to estimate
rice LAI is rarely seen (Wang et al., 2010), probably because of the typical
background signal of irrigated rice system caused by standing water. To
improve this knowledge gap, our research aimed to investigate the inversion
of a coupled soil BRDF - canopy radiative transfer model to simulate seasonal
LAI for irrigated rice. We also tested how the readily available MODIS LAI
product (MOD15A2) performs in comparison.

4.2

Materials

4.2.1

Study area

The study area is part of the largest rice producing area of the Mekong basin,
Vietnam. Rice is often cultivated in a double or triple cropping system.

Figure 4.1: The Mekong delta, Vietnam, the surveyed rice plot locations and
their rice cropping seasons

Figure 4.1 shows the location of the Mekong delta and its rice cropping
patterns throughout a year. The map was derived from SPOT-NDVI 1km
resolution data. More details on the mapping methodology can be found in
Nguyen et al. (2012b).
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To obtain in situ LAI, 60 rice paddies were selected based on a random
stratified sampling scheme. The stratification was based on (i) type of rice
cropping pattern, and (ii) type of cultivated rice variety. The 60 selected
fields were all located in areas where either a double or a triple rice cropping
system was practiced (Figure 4.2), and where the three most common rice
varieties namely Jasmine 85, Ham Trau, and OM 4900 were grown. These are
all high-yielding varieties belonging to the Indica rice variety group.

Figure 4.2: The 10-year SPOT Vegetation NDVI profiles of two typical rice
cropping pattern classes in the Mekong delta

4.2.2
MOD15A2

MODIS data
is

the

8-day

LAI/FPAR

product

at

1km

resolution 6.

The

MOD15A2.V005 (version 5) provides LAI/FPAR retrievals for eight biomes of
land cover, namely as deciduous forests, evergreen forests, grasses and
cereal crops, shrubs, broadleaf crops, savannahs, broadleaf forests and
needle forests. The MOD15A2.V005 algorithm refinements were targeted
mainly on woody vegetation. In our study, MOD15A2.V005 data were
downloaded for the period Nov 2008 – May 2009. The data cover a complete
rice growing cycle for all selected paddy sites.
MOD09A1 is the 8-day surface reflectance product derived from MODIS Terra
daily observations. This product is atmospherically corrected, and contains
the best possible pixel-values of daily observation during an 8-day period as
selected on the basis of high observation coverage, low view zenith angle,
6

Available at:
http://reverb.echo.nasa.gov/reverb/#utf8=%E2%9C%93&spatial_map=satellite&spati
al_type=rectangle.
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the absence of clouds or cloud shadow, and aerosol loading. These are 500m
resolution data with 7 bands covering the spectral range 459 – 2155 nm.
Their characteristics are provided in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: MODIS Terra 8-day surface reflectance bands

MODIS Terra band

Spectral range (nm)

Band centre (nm)

Band 1 (Red)’

620 - 670

645

Band 2 (NIR)

841 - 876

858

Band 3 (Blue)

459 – 479

470

Band 4 (Green)

545 – 565

555

Band 5 (SWIR)

1230 – 1250

1240

Band 6 (SWIR)

1628 – 1652

1640

Band 7 (SWIR)

2105 - 2155

2130

The MOD09A1 data were downloaded for the period from Nov 2008 – May
2009 and all seven bands were used as inputs for inversion by a RTM.
Cleaning MOD09A1 data was done by using the reflectance band quality (QA)
values provided in the same dataset. Only pixels with “good” quality and
without cloud effects were considered for analysis. Bad and fill-value pixels
were assigned the “missing” value of 0.

4.2.3

In situ LAI

In situ LAI measurements were taken from December 2008 – May 2009
(winter-spring cropping season) in 60 different rice paddies (see Figure 4.1),
using the LI-COR LAI 2000 Plant Canopy Analyzer. This instrument provides
non-destructive measurements of canopy LAI.
Representative rice paddies were selected in the centre of relatively
homogenous rice cropping pattern areas as mapped in Figure 4.1. The
average field size was 1.2 ha. Every 7 to 10 days, each paddy field was
revisited to take the LAI measurements of 1m by 1m plots along a diagonal
transect through each field. The transect data were averaged to get date
specific and field-wise LAI values (Table 4.2).

4.2.4

Leaf chlorophyll content

Leaf chlorophyll content of rice was measured at the same time as LAI
measurement using a Minolta SPAD 502 instrument. Thirty SPAD readings
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were taken at each 1m by 1m subplot and then averaged into one value
corresponding to each LAI measurement. These were converted into leaf
chlorophyll content (Cab) by means of an empirical calibration equation
developed by Markwell et al. (1995) (Table 4.2).
Table 4. 2: Summary statistics of measured biophysical and biochemical
variables for rice

Variable
2

-2

LAI (m . m )
SPAD (unitless)
-2

Leaf chlorophyll content (µg.cm )

Min

Max

Mean

Std.

0.9

7

3.7

1.3

16.6

53.7

34.1

4.7

11.5

67.2

32.6

6.7

4.3

Methods

4.3.1

Comparison of in situ LAI and MOD15A2 LAI

In order to synchronize the in situ LAI measurements that had a time
resolution of 7 to 10 days with the MOD15A2 8-day LAI data, the in situ LAI
data were interpolated based on a dynamic LAI model shown in Equation 4.1
(Koetz et al., 2005).


1
LAI = LAI amp 
− exp[−a (T − Ts )] 
1
+
exp[
−
b
(
T
−
T
)]
i



(4.1)

where T is the accumulated daily mean air temperature above a base
temperature (80C for rice) starting from sowing date, b is the relative growth
rate at accumulated temperature Ti (the first inflection point), and a is the
relative senescence rate at accumulated temperature Ts (at the time of green
leaves disappearance), and LAIamp describes the amplitude of maximal leaf
area.
The parameters b and Ti describe the dynamics before the maximum LAI is
reached, while a and Ts describe the dynamics after maximum LAI is reached.
Considering that MOD15A2 has a spatial grid of 1km x 1km, and that a
surveyed rice paddy could occupy parts of several MOD15A2 pixels, a
weighted sum based on the percentage of field area proportions was applied
to obtain one single representative LAI value of that field. Since sites were
selected in relatively homogenous areas, these corrections were marginal.
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4.3.2

The SLC model

The SLC model (Verhoef and Bach, 2007) is a coupled soil-leaf-canopy
radiative transfer model. It consists of three sub-models: (i) a modified
Hapke soil BRDF model, (ii) the PROSPECT leaf model, and (iii) the 4SAIL2
canopy RTM.
Unlike its predecessors, such as PROSAIL, the soil reflectance model of SLC
does not assume that the soil background can be treated as a Lambertian
reflector. The modified Hapke model (Hapke, 1981) in SLC describes the
soil’s interaction with the canopy by means of two four-stream radiative
transfer equations, using all combinations of hemispherical and directional
radiation. For irrigated rice, since the paddies are flooded during most of the
rice growing season, additional spectral reflectance information of turbid
water was required. Since no such data were available for the study area, we
used SLC-simulated muddy water reflectance spectra originating from the
SLC spectral library.
The PROSPECT leaf optical properties model (Jacquemoud and Baret, 1990)
calculates the leaf hemispherical transmittance and reflectance as a function
of the leaf structural parameter (leaf mesophyll) and the leaf chemical
properties. The version of PROSPECT used in SLC is version 5 regarding the
chlorophyll absorption spectrum, but the refraction index from version 4 was
kept. Also the brown pigment spectrum from Fourty et al. (1996) was kept to
in order obtain realistic spectra for brown leaves. The input parameters of
PROSPECT are leaf mesophyll structure (or number of elementary layers) N,
chlorophyll concentration Cab (µg.cm-2), water content Cw (cm), dry matter
content Cdm (g.cm-2) and brown pigment Cs (arbitrary unit). The leaf optical
properties calculated by PROSPECT are the inputs for the 4SAIL2 canopy
radiative transfer model.
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Table 4.3: Set of input parameters for SLC model used to estimate rice LAI
Parameter
Green leaf mesophyll
parameter
Green leaf chlorophyll
concentration
Green leaf water
content
Green leaf dry matter
content
Green leaf brown
pigment
Brown leaf mesophyll
parameter
Brown leaf chlorophyll
concentration
Brown leaf water
content
Brown leaf dry matter
content
Brown leaf brown
pigment
Leaf area index

Abbreviation
Ng

Unit
-

Value
1.5 – 1.8

Parameterization
Step of 0.1

Cab_g

µg.cm-2

16.6 – 53.7

Step of 5.5

Cw_g

cm

0.01 – 0.02

Step of 0.005

Cdm_g

g.cm-2

0.005 – 0.01

Step of 0.0025

Cs_g

-

0.15

Fixed

Nb

-

2

fixed

-2

Cab_b

µg.cm

0

fixed

Cw_b

cm

0

fixed

Cdm_b

g.cm-2

0.01

fixed

Cs_b

-

2

fixed

LAI

m2.m-2

0–7

Leaf inclination
distribution function
parameter a
Leaf inclination
distribution function
parameter b
Hotspot size
Fraction brown leaf
area 7
Dissociation factor 8

LIDFa

-

LIDFb

-

sl
fB

m.m-1
-

0.1/LAI
0.01 – 0.1

D

-

0.4 – 1

Vertical crown cover
fraction
Tree shape factor
Solar zenith angle

Cv

-

1

ξ
sza

deg

0
0 - 90

Viewing zenith angle

vza

deg

0 – 90

Relative azimuth angle

raa

deg

0 - 180

7

Step of 0.1 for
LAI ≤ 4; 0.2 for
4 ≤LAI ≤5; and
0.5 for 5 ≤ LAI ≤
7
-0.65; -0.5; -0.35
-0.15; 0; 0.15

1 random value
for each LUT run
1 random value
for each LUT run

MOD09A1 data
set
MOD09A1 data
set
MOD09A1data
set (absolute
value)

Parameter value range estimated through field observations and photos taken in the
field
8
Parameter value range estimated through field observations and photos taken in the
field
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SLC is a hybrid two-layer model which takes into account the optical
interaction with a non-Lambertian soil background and the interaction
between both canopy layers (Verhoef and Bach, 2003). Apart from the
required input parameters related to PROSPECT for two leaf types, 4SAIL2
requires eight canopy structure parameters to produce top-of-canopy (TOC)
bidirectional reflectance. These eight parameters are the total leaf area index
LAI, mean scaled leaf slope LIDFa ([-1,1]), bimodality LIDFb([-1,1]) (Verhoef,
1998), hot spot size parameter sl (ratio of leaf width to canopy height),
fraction brown leaf area fB ([0,1]), layer dissociation factor D ([0,1]), vertical
crown cover fraction Cv ([0,1]) and tree shape factor ξ (ratio of crown
diameter to crown height). The latter two are meant for forest, and were not
used in the present study; that is, Cv was set equal to 1 and the tree shape
factor becomes then immaterial. In addition, the solar zenith angle sza (deg),
the viewing zenith angle vza (deg) and the relative azimuth angle raa (deg)
were required. The hot spot size parameter sl was assumed to vary inversely
proportional with LAI, such that the product sl ×LAI equals 0.1. Such
behaviour is typical for crops like wheat and rice, which grow in height rather
than by increasing their leaf size. Table 4.3 presents all input parameters for
PROSPECT and 4SAIL2 in SLC used for this research.

4.3.3

LAI estimation based on the look-up table
inversion

The LUT approach consists of two major steps: (i) the generation of the LUT
itself, based on regular intervals or random selection from a uniform
distribution of specific pre-set ranges of the respective model parameters (as
shown in Table 3); and (ii) applying the LUT by selection of the optimum
solutions for given referenced data (here MOD9A1).
For every 8-day composite set of MOD09A1 imagery, a LUT consisting of
approximately 110,000 SLC-parameter combinations was generated. Each
LUT is specific for a given date within a year through its solar zenith, viewing
zenith and relative azimuth angle specifications. The generation of every LUT
took approximately 15 minutes in MATLAB v7.8 on a 32-bit Windows 7
platform.
Since SLC simulations were considered for rice only during the vegetative and
reproductive stages, leaf senescence was assumed minimum. The fB was
given values ranging from 0.01 - 0.1, which was estimated based on field
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observations together with photos taken in the field. The other associated
parameters of brown leaves (Cab_b , Cw_b, Cdm_b, and Cs_b) in SLC, which were
not measured, were fixed to nominal values due to their low contribution to
the reflectance signals. Nine combinations of leaf inclination distribution
function parameters were chosen with LIDFa of -0.65, -0.5, and -0.3, and
LIDFb of -0.15, 0 and 0.15. This represents moderate erectophile leaf angle
distributions of varying mean slope and bimodality levels, and accommodates
possible differences among the three studied rice varieties.
Considering that a rice leaf is relatively thin, the leaf mesophyll parameter N
was set to vary from 1.5 - 1.8, which was similar to that used for grass by
Darvishzadeh et al. (2008). The green leaf water content Cw_g (equivalent to
green leaf water thickness) was set to a nominal range of 0.01 – 0.02 cm as
there was no measurement of leaf water content during the fieldwork. The
green leaf dry matter content Cdm_g was assigned values of 0.01 – 0.02 g.cm2

with a step of 0.005 based on laboratory measurements of leaf samples.

Vertical crown cover fraction Cv was set to 1, since rice in the Mekong delta
has no crown clumping as it is directly seeded by the broadcasting method.
Selection of the optimal LUT inversion solutions were made by minimizing the
root mean square error (RMSE) that measures the difference between the
model estimation and referenced data. RMSE is calculated by Equation 4.2
nb

RMSE =
where

Ri ,ref

(

∑ Ri , ref

i =1

−

nb

Ri , j

)2

(4.2)

is the MOD09A1 reflectance at wavelength i and

Ri , j

is the SLC

estimation at simulation j at wavelength i in the LUT; nb is the number of
wavelength bands.
Searching for the best solution for each date’s LUT took about 19 minutes per
image in MATLAB v7.8 on Windows 7. The LAI values of the best solution for
the 60 surveyed sites were then extracted for subsequent evaluation.
Note that rice varieties were not specific considered. However, as the chosen
solution is always pixel specific and the variation of the SLC input
parameters, such as LIDF and Cab, is assumed to account for the differences
among the three varieties.
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4.4

Results and Discussion

4.4.1

Comparison of in situ LAI and MOD15A2 product

Figure 4.3 shows the daily interpolated data of in situ LAI for the period from
November 1, 2008 to April 30, 2009 (R2 = 0.91; RMSE = 0.41). Since the
daily temperature never dropped below the base temperature of 80C, the
evolution of rice LAI during the growing season was presumably followed the
dynamics of Equation 4.1. Interpolated LAI for rice based on in situ
measurements rarely exceeds 6. Maximum LAI values were often reached 40
- 50 days before harvest. The different sowing and maturity dates of different
rice paddies can also be recognized. Seasonal variation of LAI did not always
follow the same trend even within the same variety group. For Jasmine85
and Ham trau , in the early or late sown fields, LAI behaviour was clearly
dissimilar (bold curves in Figure 4.3).These varieties tended to have lower
maximum LAI values. This could be caused by soil characteristics of the rice
paddies (e.g. salinity or acidity), by management differences, or by suboptimal weather conditions.

Figure 4.3: Daily interpolation of in situ LAI by site

Since in situ LAI measurements took place from December 18, 2008 (DOY
49) till April 30, 2009, a comparison with MODIS data was only made for the
dates that LAI measurements were available. The relationship between
MOD15A2 LAI and in situ LAI proved to be very poor (R2 = 0.07, RMSE = 2.1)
(Figure 4.4). MOD15A2 mostly underestimated rice LAI. This is likely caused
by inaccurate input information of the background reflectance in the
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MOD15A2 RTM, where soil reflection is assumed to have intermediate
brightness for Biome 1 land cover group consisting of grass and cereal crops.
This is certainly not the case for irrigated rice, of which fields are flooded
during most of the growing season. Other reason might be either due to the
use of incorrect land cover information as one of the input of MODIS RTM or
the use of back-up algorithm when MODIS RTM failed to produce LAI.

Figure 4.4: Comparison between retrieved LAI from MOD15A2 and measured
LAI by site from December 18, 2008 to April 30, 2009

Another reason that can explain the poor relation between MOD15A2 LAI and
in situ LAI is a poor inversion of the MOD15A2 RTM (Huifang et al., 2009).
Figure 4.5 shows for January 17, 2009 (DOY 78) the side-by-side map
comparison of MOD09A1 surface reflectance, MOD15A2 LAI and generated
LAI from the SLC model. Though rice in the upper left (circle 1) of the studied
area was in its mid growing season when LAI peaked (Figure 4.3), MOD15A2
LAI provided too low values that varied substantially within the circle.
Similarly, in the lower right (circle 2), MOD15A2 LAI showed extreme high
LAI values despite the fact that the district of Ke Sach was on the transition
from late harvesting to sowing. This area is famous for non-stop rice cropping
system without intermittent fallow periods.
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1

2

Figure 4.5: Comparison for 17 January 2009: (a) MOD09A1 false colour
composite (RGB : bands 213); (b) MOD15A2 LAI; (c): simulated reflectance
error (RMSE) of the SLC; (d) estimated rice LAI from SLC inversion. The
stripes seen in (c) and (d) were probably caused by an inter-detector problem
of MODIS band 5.

Many studies validated the MOD15A2 LAI product for different types of land
cover with the emphasis on validation at a specific date and often targeted at
large areas rather than on a pixel-based interest (Myneni et al., 2002;
Privette et al., 2002; Tan et al., 2005). If the interest is pixel-based, the
error in LAI retrieval from coarse spatial resolution data can exceed 50%
(Chen et al., 2002), and hence LAI calibration based on field measurements
has to be done before use (Cheng, 2008). Fig. 6b suggests that MOD15A2
LAI variability among a group of pixels is unacceptably high and thus, not a
simple one pixel problem.
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4.4.2

LAI estimation from LUT inversion

For each date of MODIS data, based on the RMSE evaluation, the best pixelbased

solution

was

retrieved

from

the

date-specific

LUT,

and

the

corresponding LAI values were extracted. The SLC simulated MODIS
reflectance spectra on a pixel-by-pixel basis for the 60 rice locations have an
RMSE range of 0.021 ± 0.02. Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of these RMSE
grouped by DAS (days after sowing) for all surveyed sites. Relatively high
RMSE values were observed in areas where the crop was either at its very
early phonological stage (1-10 DAS) or at its late reproductive stage (70-80
DAS afterward). This indicates that the LAI estimation method should be
used with care during the early and late crop growing stages.

Figure 4.6: Boxplots of SLC simulated reflectance error (RMSE) for 60
surveyed sites

The highest reflectance errors around 0.12 to 0.21 were observed in non-rice
areas, e.g. residential and fallow areas. This is because in the SLC simulation
a water background reflectance was always considered. Thus it is important,
and perhaps requires, to use the rice mask (see Figure 4.1) when using SLC
to monitor rice crops. Similar error trends were found for bad-quality pixels
of the MOD09A1 data that were earlier masked out (Figure 4.5 c); they were
related to and appeared as stripes across the scenes.
Figure 4.7 is an example of all simulated MODIS reflectance spectra for
January 17, 2009 as stored in the LUT. The points represent the actual
MOD09A1 reflectance spectra of four different rice paddy pixels located in
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different areas. The lines represent for these sites the simulated reflectance
spectra retrieved from the SLC LUT after defining the best solution. Rice in
Long My (red points) and Thoai Son (black points) was in its early tillering
stage, resulting in low simulated reflectance values.

Figure 4.7: Set of 110,000 random MODIS equivalent synthesis spectra (grey
lines) for LUT of January 17, 2009. The colour lines represent for 4 sites the
best solution based on RMSE evaluation. The colour points show the actual
MOD09A1 reflectance values for 4 rice paddy pixels located in Long My, Co Do,
Giong Rieng and Thoai Son

Figure 4.5c and 4.5d show the January 17, 2009 SLC simulated MODIS
reflectance error (RMSE) and the estimated LAI. The stripes seen across the
studied site were caused by inter- detector gains’ problem of MODIS band 5.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Comparison between estimated LAI from the SLC inversion
method and measured LAI; (b) Boxplot of squared error of LAI from
December 18, 2008 to April 30, 2009 for 60 surveyed sites.

The correlation between the SLC inversion simulated LAI and the in situ LAI,
grouped by variety (Figure 4.8a), is much better (R2 = 0.69, RMSE = 0.9)
than the one between MOD15A2 LAI and in situ LAI (Figure 4.4). The errors
between estimated LAI and measured LAI are fairly randomly distributed on
both sides of 1:1 line. However, for different varieties, the range of these
errors was not the same (Figure 4.8b). Squared error of LAI for OM4900
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variety was highest, followed by Ham trau and then Jasmine85. This might
be due to the differences related to the site locations of cultivated varieties,
which was not yet considered for the background information input used in
SLC. While OM4900 was widely cultivated across the surveyed area,
Jasmine85 and Ham trau were limited to the area around Can Tho city.
For LAI≥ 6, the agreement between measured and SLC estimated LAI values
started to differ systematically, with higher values achieved through SLC. The
reason could be, as found by He et al. (2007), the underestimates of true LAI
by LAI-2000 due to saturation under high value of LAI (White et al., 1997;
Wilhelm et al., 2000).
The mean difference between estimated LAI and MOD15A2 LAI for the whole
growing season in this study is 1.4, which is less than what was reported by
Cheng (2008) when comparing MOD15A2 LAI and in situ LAI at different
phenological stages for hybrid rice. This is because hybrid rice has a different
canopy structure with a higher effective LAI than the normal rice varieties
cultivated in the Mekong delta.
The SLC estimates are at this point not yet considered the temporal dynamics
of LAI over the cropping season as it has been used to interpolate in situ LAI
by Equation 4.1. Such interpolation would compensate MODIS image to
image quality variability and remove random errors in LAI estimates that do
not relate to reality. Spatial knowledge on sowing dates is a prerequisite for
such an improvement. The original map prepared in chapter 2 (Figure 2.4)
does contain the required area specific information. Figure 4.9 shows great
improvement of LAI estimated by SLC when seasonal LAI variation was taken
into account.
Since SLC generated a date and pixel specific LAI estimation, the combination
of input variables’ values used to retrieve the best solution, automatically
took care of spatial differences in LAI caused by differences in cultivated
varieties, seasonal influences caused by too early or too late growing, and
spatial variability in growing stages of the crops. The dataset of 60 sites
contained ample variability concerning this real-life variability, and thus the
SLC-based method was able to cope with that reality.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of in situ LAI and interpolated SLC LAI

Though SLC has significantly improved the estimation of LAI compared to
MOD15A2 LAI, it still overestimated LAI. This may be due to the number of
variables in SLC that can be inverted simultaneously during the inversion
process. This problem has been addressed by Jacquemoud et al. (2000)
when testing performances of different radiative transfer models. They
suggested holding the leaf mesophyll parameter N at a constant value when
inverting other model parameters. Another study on linking PROSPECT and
SAILH to estimate the vegetation parameters Cw, Cm, N and LAI by ZarcoTejada et al. (2003) used fixed values for Cab during the inversion process. In
our research, we only kept the PROSPECT parameters for brown leaves fixed
whilst the others were allowed to vary during simulation runs. The fraction of
brown leaf area was only estimated based on pictures taken on the same
dates of the in situ LAI measurement. These could lead to a certain deviation
of the SLC simulation and hence would affect the inversion results. Another
issue that cannot be accommodated easily in SLC is the variation of leaf
brown pigment during the end of rice flowering throughout the milking
stages. This would lead to higher simulated reflectances in the visible spectral
band (Verhoef and Bach, 2007).
The leaf chlorophyll content (Cab) is an important parameter in SLC. In order
to simulate MODIS reflectance spectra, scaling up of leaf Cab measurement
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values to MODIS spatial resolution of 500m needs to be handled and
examined with care as this would later inherit in the simulation error. In our
research, since field Cab examination was carried out in several rice fields
within fairly homogenous rice cropping patterns, and later was averaged
before being used in SLC, this introduced error could be less severe.
The water background also plays a vital role in SLC modelling. For the
irrigated rice cultivated across the Mekong delta, paddy water reflectance is
anticipated to have a high variation. In situ measurement and calibration of
the paddy water background reflectance, with the help of hyperspectral
remote sensing, is expected to further improve the performance of SLC.

4.5

Conclusion

The study has demonstrated the benefit of using the model SLC for dynamic
LAI estimation for irrigated rice in the Mekong delta, Vietnam. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that uses SLC on temporal MODIS surface
reflectance data (MOD09A1) to estimate seasonal variation of LAI for
irrigated rice.
LAI estimated by inverting the SLC model was much more accurate than LAI
provided by the MODIS product (MOD15A2). Look-up table inversion of the
SLC model explained 69% of the variance of in situ LAI during the whole
cropping season, with a RMSE of 0.9. A further improvement of SLC
estimates was achieved when seasonal variation of rice LAI was taken into
account (R2 = 0.83, RMSE = 0.7).
The study also showed that MOD15A2 LAI has a very poor correlation with in
situ LAI (R2 = 0.07, RMSE = 2.1). MOD15A2 LAI often underestimated the
true LAI. In order to be sufficiently useful for rice research, extensive
validation and calibration have to be carried out.
As for estimating LAI by inverting SLC, further improvement can be achieved
by constraining SLC input parameter values by rice variety and site specific.
More paddy water reflectance samples should be added to the SLC. Further
investigation of the other model input parameters (e.g. Cab) would help
constrain them well during the inversion process, and hence could yield
better results for LAI estimates.
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to develop and test a method to estimate
actual rice yields under sub-optimal growth conditions for 0.5km2 grids by
using remotely sensed data and a Soil-Leaf-Canopy (SLC) Radiative Transfer
Model (RTM), coupled with a modified version of the ORYZA 2000 Crop
Growth Simulation Model (CGSM). The CGMS, set to simulate potential
production, was forced to adjust its estimates using derived SLC results.
Thus, growth characteristics of three rice varieties were calibrated and
successively, for 58 sites in the Mekong delta, Vietnam, actual yields
estimated to validate the procedure used. For that purpose series of field
measurements were collected. Steps in sequence: firstly, using all 7 bands of
MODIS 8-day surface reflectance data (MOD09A1), covering one crop
growing season, by site, the development of the Leaf-Area-Index (LAI) was
estimated using the SLC model’s inversion technique; validation showed an
R2 of 0.83 and a RMSE of 0.7. Secondly, variety specific crop growth
parameters were calibrated by site using the ORYZA2000 DRATE and PARAM
sub-routines and by forcing the model with the earlier generated LAIestimates.

The

studied

varieties

showed

clear

differences

in

their

development rates, especially during their juvenile stages. Thirdly, the LAI
values were re-used in ORYZA2000 through the forcing technique and the
variety averages of the calibrated crop growth parameters. The dynamics in
biomass of leaves, stems, and panicles of the 58 rice fields were accurately
simulated, while, if forcing was not done, estimated biomass values were
consistently over-estimated. The final grain yields estimated by ORYZA2000
using forcing LAI values and variety specific crop parameters were highly
accurate (R2=0.81; RSME= 970 kg/ha). The final average grain yield
difference or overall yield-gap between forcing and non-forcing was 1727
kg/ha.
Achieved results demonstrate that forcing SLC estimated LAI into ORYZA2000
compensates for the common lack in required data and simulation routines to
estimate yields under suboptimal conditions. Yield gaps result from suboptimal rice management in combination with growth limiting and biomass
reducing factors. The developed method proved able to overcome these
issues and approach actual rice grain yields well, given that practiced
cropping calendars and varieties sown are rather uniform across fields within
the map units defined earlier through a map depicting rice cropping systems
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in the Mekong area. Results hold promise for wider application of SLC models
to estimate LAI from MOD09A1 and to force ORYZA2000 models to achieve
cost-effective quantitative assessment of actual rice yields in the entire of the
Mekong delta region and beyond.
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5.1

Introduction

Use of Crop Growth Simulation Models (CGSMs) is common in agricultural
research (Bouman and van Laar, 2006). Many studies that concern crop
production as influenced by the environment require use of CGSMs (Maas,
1988b; Launay and Guerif, 2005; Adam et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Palosuo
et al., 2011). The CGMSs are dynamic models and are able to simulate crop
growth under different environment and management conditions and either
estimate potential crop production situations that assume ample water and
nutrients supply, or limited production due to water and/or nutrient deficits
(Bouman et al., 1996). CGSMs are suitable to predict impacts of crop growth
conditions on yields for large territories (Bouman et al., 1996; Launay and
Guerif, 2005). However, their use for predicting actual yields at regional scale
is complicated because of the common lack in spatial information on input
variables, initial conditions, and model parameters (Guérif and Duke, 1998;
Yuping et al., 2008). It is found that CGMSs lack the ability to model impacts
of crop yield limiting and reducing factors since these impacts plus remedial
crop management options aren’t easy to include in CGMS models.
Optical remote sensing can provide extensive information on actual spatial
and temporal crop characteristics. Use of remotely sensed (RS) data
throughout a cropping season allows development of methods that adjust
CGSM-estimates spatially and temporally (Delécolle et al., 1992; Batchelor et
al., 2002). There are two possibilities to assimilate remotely sensed data in
CGSMs (Delécolle et al., 1992; Moulin et al., 1998; Clevers et al., 2002;
Dorigo et al., 2007). The first possibility is called forcing. In this approach a
model state variable (e.g. Leaf Area Index or LAI) is replaced directly using
RS estimates (Maas, 1988a; Casa et al., 2012). This approach requires ample
RS datasets, preferably providing daily observations to match the interactive
daily time-step

of common CGSMs.

The

second

possibility is called

calibration. It uses RS data and/or actual field data that relate to CGSM
estimates to adjust either model input parameters or initial conditions (i.e.
sowing date). Calibration operates by minimizing the differences between
actual and estimated data. A classic example of this approach was to adjust
CGSM’s state variable estimates through modifying used crop coefficients so
that the modelled and remote sensing-inferred LAI reached agreement
(Maas, 1988b). RS-LAI was derived through an established relationship
between LAI and measured Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI).
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The limitation of this method is that when sub-optimal conditions occur in a
study area, crop coefficients are inappropriately adjusted. These coefficients
must be calibrated to reflect potential and/or water-limited production
situations. Subsequent monitoring with CGMSs then has the ability to reveal
discrepancies between modelled estimates (potential or water-limited) versus
actual field measurements. Use of the option to force these estimates
downwards based on RS data, so that they properly reflect prevailing field
situations, is then appropriate. Thus detected yield gaps can be caused by
e.g. pests, soil limiting conditions, or suboptimal management like a too low
plant density. A forcing RS-based method following calibration, is able to
detect sub-optimal conditions, but without identification of underlying causes.
As stated, various authors suggested improving the RS-based assimilation
approaches through coupling the CGSM with a Radiative Transfer Model
(RTM) (Bouman, 1992; Guérif and Duke, 1998; Launay and Guerif, 2005;
Migdall et al., 2009). The coupled method then either calibrates used CGSM
input parameters or adjusts (forces) model state variable values downwards
to provide the best agreement between RS-based measurements and CGSM
estimates (Casa et al., 2012). The RTM can predict canopy reflectance based
on CGMS-output (Verhoef, 1984) or estimates e.g. LAI from RS data for
CGSM-input (Doraiswamy et al., 2003; Doraiswamy et al., 2004; Fang et al.,
2011). The proposed 3-stage approach starts by making full use of all
included wavelength bands of available RS-imagery, and is very suitable to
capture spatially canopy LAI-variability throughout a cropping season. The
only limitation of the coupling-method is the requirement of a high number of
RS observations that are expected to match the CGMS daily estimates
(Delécolle et al., 1992) in order to apply the successive forcing or calibration
procedures. The successive stages concern calibration and finally crop yield
estimation.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the use of RS-derived LAI in a CGSM to
estimate irrigated rice yields through the coupled method of a soil-leafcanopy (SLC) RTM and the ORYZA2000 CGSM, taking into account that rice
field situations may be sub-optimal for rice growth and development. MODIS
surface reflectance (MOD09A1) data and field crop measurements (including
yields) were used in this study. We also compared yield estimates derived
through the use of SLC simulated LAI values in ORYZA 2000 by means of
forcing and non- forcing to derive site-specific yield-gap estimates. Rice field
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measurements were conducted in 58 paddy fields located in the Mekong
delta, Vietnam.

5.2

Materials and Methods

5.2.1

Data

5.2.1.1 Remote sensing data
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) surface reflectance
data (MODIS Terra MOD09A1) were acquired from Dec 2008 to May 2009.
The data covered a complete winter-spring rice cropping season in the
studied area. MOD09A1 is the 8-day atmospherically corrected surface
reflectance product. It contains the highest pixel-values of daily observations
during an 8-day period subjected to zenith angle, absence of clouds or cloud
shadow, and aerosol loading. MOD09A1 consists of 500m resolution data
(0.25km2 pixels) with 7 bands covering the spectral range 459 – 2155 nm.

5.2.1.2 Meteorological data
Daily meteorological data are needed as input for CGSMs. These data for the
period Dec.’08 – May’09 were collected from five weather stations located in
the survey area (Figure 1). Presented in Table 5.1 is a summary of total
precipitation (mm), averaged minimum and maximum daily temperature
(0C), and averaged daily sunshine duration (h/d). The nearest meteorological
station’s data were used in the CGSM to simulate rice yield for each field plot.
Table 5.1: Meteorological data of the Mekong delta, Vietnam (1 Dec.’08 – 31
May’09)

Station (district)
Soc Trang
Rach Gia (KienGiang)
Can Tho
Chau Doc (An Giang)
Bac Lieu

Maximum
daily T
(0C)
31.2±2.1
30.6±2.0
31.4±2.3
31.8±2.3
30.4±2.0

Minimum
daily T
(0C)
23.5±2.2
24.2±2.1
23.8±1.9
23.8±1.7
23.6±1.9

Total
P (mm)

Sunshine
(h/d)

728
626
375
594
401

6.5±3.1
7.3±2.7
7.1±2.8
6.7±3.0
7.3±3.1

Ångström parameters were required to convert sunshine hours into radiation
(required CGSM input). The Ångström parameters a and b as suggested by
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) for a humid tropical climatic

zone being aA: 0.29 and bA: 0.45 were used (Frere and Popov, 1979).
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5.2.1.3 Crop data
Of the 58 selected irrigated rice fields, every 7-10 days, selected crop
parameters were measured during the Dec.’08 - May’09 fieldwork period. The
58 fields were all located in areas where either double or triple rice cropping
systems were practiced. We recorded no significant pest and disease
damages in these fields. The chosen rice varieties for crop model calibration
were Jasmine85, Ham-Trau and OM4900. Measured parameters were LAI,
leaf dry biomass, stem dry biomass, panicle and storage organ dry biomass,
leaf nitrogen content, leaf chlorophyll content, and final grain yield at 18%
moisture. All measurements were carried out for 10 to 12 plots of 1m2 along
a diagonal transect through each rice field. These transect data were
averaged to get date and field specific parameter values.
In situ LAI was measured using the LI-COR LAI 2000 Plant Canopy Analyzer.
On-site measurements of leaf chlorophyll and nitrogen contents were made
by portable Minolta SPAD-502. Leaf samples were also taken for laboratory
analysis of nitrogen content and LAI. Leaf nitrogen content was measured by
Kjeldahl’s method. SPAD-502 readings were used to establish the correlations
with leaf nitrogen and chlorophyll contents. Apart from harvesting grain from
1m2 plots, actual grain yields were also obtained from the farmers.
Crop management and phenological information on sowing date, flowering
date, harvesting date, and fertilizers applications were also recorded through
observation in the fields or collected through interviews from the farmers.
Crop management and phenological information on sowing date, flowering
date, harvesting date, and fertilizers applications were also recorded through
observation in the fields or collected through interviews from the farmers.

5.2.2

LAI estimation through soil-leaf-canopy RTM
using MODIS reflectance data

The SLC model (Verhoef and Bach, 2007) is a coupled soil-leaf-canopy
radiative transfer model. The model consists of three sub-models (Verhoef
and Bach, 2007), which are (i) a modified Hapke soil BRDF (Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Function) model, (ii) the PROSPECT leaf model, and
(iii) the 4SAIL2 canopy RTM. In our research, SLC is employed to estimate
rice LAI using 8-day MODIS reflectance data (MOD09A1). The 8-day LAI
estimation was carried out through the SLC model inversion using the look-
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up table (LUT) approach. SLC input parameter value ranges were selected
based on actual field measurements and expert consultation. Details of the
SLC input parameters are presented in Chapter 4 (see Table 4.3).
The LUT approach consists of two major steps: (i) the generation of the LUT
itself, based on generating all possible combinations for the specific valueseries of the respective model parameters (Table 4.3); and (ii) applying the
LUT to select the optimum solutions for a given date and field to obtain the
corresponding LAI values. Selection of the optimal LUT inversion solutions
were made through the evaluation of the root mean square error (RMSE) that
measures the mean difference between the model reflectance estimates and
the reference reflectance data (MOD09A1) (see Equation 4.2).
Estimated LAI values from the SLC model were then interpolated and
smoothed to meet the seasonal evolution of rice LAI by using an equation
provided in Koetz et al. (2005) (see Equation 4.1).

5.2.3

Yield estimation using ORYZA2000 crop model

ORYZA 2000 is the product of the “School of de Wit” modelling for rice yield
estimation (Bouman et al., 1996; van Ittersum et al., 2003). It calculates the
daily biomass production of rice from emergence to harvest, based on gross
CO2 assimilation estimates. Biomass partitioning to the different organs
varies as a function of the phenological age of the plant. ORYZA2000
simulates rice yield for potential, water limited, and nitrogen limited
situations (Bouman et al., 2001). An assumption made for ORYZA2000 is that
rice crop is well protected against pests, diseases, and weeds, meaning that
no reduction in yield due to these effects takes place (Bouman et al., 2001;
Bouman and van Laar, 2006). The model is programmed to run in the
FORTRAN Simulation Environment (FSE).
To simulate yields for all surveyed rice fields, calibration of crop parameters
was required since the cultivated high-yielding rice varieties in the Mekong
delta were not the same as the reference varieties of the standard
ORYZA2000 model. For such situations Bouman et al. (2001) suggested that
the IR72.DAT file must be used to calibrate by variety the following
parameters: development rates, partitioning factors, relative leaf growth
rate, specific leaf area, leaf death rate, and fraction of stem reserves.
Calibration of development rates at four crop growth stages was done
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through the use of the two sub-programs DRATES and PARAM that require
field observations on rice phenology; for the remaining parameters the
default IR72-values were kept. In DRATES and PARAM programs, the
following site-specific field observations were used: date of sowing, date of
panicle initiation, date of flowering, and date of physiological maturity, plus
the variety-specific parameters: green leaf weight, dead leaf weight, stem
weight, panicle weight and leaf nitrogen content, which were averaged from
lab measurements.

Figure 5.1: Coupling of SLC into ORYZA2000 for rice yield estimation through
the use of SLC estimated LAI values

Yield estimation through ORYZA2000 model was carried out using the SLCestimated LAI forcing and non-forcing procedures. Their difference in yield
estimates quantifies the field-specific yield gap incurred. Since in general, the
total amount of nitrogen fertilizer application per crop was higher than what
was recommended (124 kg N/ha), N limitations were neglected, and only the
potential simulation routines of ORYZA2000 were used. The ORYZA2000
simulation results from the two procedures were compared based on an
assessment of the seasonal development of estimated biomass of rice leaves,
stems, and panicles. In the first procedure (forcing), sub-optimal rice yields
were estimated, assuming that daily interpolated remote sensing–based LAI
(Equation 4.1), reflected any effects of the sub-optimal environmental
conditions on rice growth and development. In the second procedure (non-
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forcing), the estimated biomass of leaves, stems, and panicles, and yields
were assumed under optimal growing conditions. The adapted rice yields
estimation method is presented in Figure 5.1.

5.3

Results and Discussion

5.3.1

Rice LAI estimation by SLC model

For each 8-day MODIS reflectance dataset, based on the RMSE evaluation,
the best pixel-based solution was retrieved from the date-specific LUT, and
the corresponding LAI values extracted. The correlation between the daily
interpolated SLC LAI and the in situ LAI, as seen in Figure 4.9, is relatively
high (R2 =0.83, RMSE=0.7). However, SLC estimated LAI values were
slightly overestimated. This may be due to the number of variables in SLC
that can be inverted simultaneously during the inversion process. Recent
study suggested that holding some parameters, such as leaf mesophyll and
leaf chlorophyll content, at constant values during the inversion process could
improve LAI (Jacquemoud et al., 2000; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2003). In our
research, we only kept the PROSPECT parameters for brown leaves fixed
whilst the others were allowed to vary. The fraction of brown leaf area was
only estimated based on pictures taken on the same dates of the in situ LAI
measurement. These could lead to a certain deviation of the SLC simulation
and hence would affect the inversion results. Another issue that cannot be
accommodated easily in SLC is the variation of leaf brown pigment during the
end of rice flowering throughout the milk stages. This would lead to higher
simulated reflectance values in the visible spectral band (Verhoef and Bach,
2007).
For different rice variety, the agreement between SLC simulated LAI and in
situ LAI was not the same (Figure 4.8b). The most accurate LAI estimation
was found for Jasmine 85, followed by Ham-Trau and then OM 4900. This
could be explained by the differences of the background reflectance that
related to the site locations of cultivated varieties, which was not yet taken
into account in SLC model.
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5.3.2

Assimilation of SLC LAI into ORYZA200 model
and rice yield estimation

For all varieties, the calibrated rice parameters (development rates) were
found different in the development rates at juvenile phase (DVRJ) and the
development rate at reproductive phase (DVRR) (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Variation of the calibrated development rate in juvenile phase
(DVRJ), and development rate in reproductive phase (DVRR) for the cultivated
rice varieties

The DVRJ of the studied varieties were higher compared to that of IR72,
which was the model-built variety. Since the variation in temperature and
irradiance in both sites were not quite different from each other, this can be
explained that the cultivated IR72 at IRRI site had longer growing season
(130 days) than the ones in the Mekong delta (around 90-100 days). Other
factor contributing to this difference was the difference in sowing method.
While IR72 was transplanted, the others were direct-seeded.
The slight difference in the development rate at reproductive phase (DVRR)
of these four varieties was generally due to their growing season lengths. The
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development rate in photoperiod-sensitive phase (DVRI) and development
rate in panicle development (DVRP) of all four varieties were almost the same
because they were genetically close to each other. For the three cultivated
varieties these two parameters were found no change in all cases (Table
5.2).
Table 5.2: Calibrated ORYZA2000 parameters (means) for three varieties

Crop
parameters(*)
(x 103)
DVRJ (0C/day)
DVRI (0C/day)
DVRP (0C/day)
DVRR (0C/day)

Crop growth
phase
Juvenile
Photosensitive
Panicle dev.
Reproductive

Variety
Jasmine
85
1.203
0.758
0.795
1.771

HamTrau
0.967
0.758
0.795
1.983

IR72
(model)
0.773
0.758
0.784
1.784

OM4900
1.224
0.758
0.795
1.875

(*) Parameters were averaged, with: DVRJ, development rate in juvenile phase; DVRI,
development rate in photoperiod-sensitive phase; DVRP, development rate in panicle
development; DVRR, development rate in reproductive phase

A first comparison of ORYZA 2000 simulation results using different
approaches are shown in Figure 5.3. Grain yields simulated by using nonforcing approach were significantly higher than the others simulated using
forcing approach. The largest yield gap was found in Ham-Trau (2212kg/ha),
followed by Jasmine85 (1591kg/ha), and OM4900 (1366kg/ha). In average,
the yield gap for all varieties was 1727 kg/ha.
Table 5.3: ORYZA simulation of grain yield using forcing for 58 sites

Variety
Jasmine85
Ham-Trau
OM4900
All

N
18
20
20
58

Yob
6327 ±
5506 ±
6124 ±
5947 ±

350
811
574
711

YORYZA2000
7310 ± 480
6376 ± 801
7016 ± 619
6886 ± 766

α
1718
94
52
203

β
0.63
0.85
0.87
0.84

R2
RMSE
0.80 1009
0.70
983
0.87
919
0.81
970

N=number of observations; Yob=mean of observed yield (kg/ha); YORYZA2000=mean of
ORYZA2000 simulated yield (kg/ha); α=intercept of linear relation between simulated
and observed yield; β=slope of linear relation between simulated and observed yields.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of simulated grain yield of the cultivated varieties
using forcing and non-forcing SLC-LAI approaches

With forcing LAI approach, overall, for all 58 rice fields, ORYZA2000
simulation can explain for 81% variation in grain yields of all sites. However,
in

average,

ORYZA2000

overestimated

grain

yields

at

approximately

970kg/ha (RMSE). Despite LAI estimated from SLC for Jasmine 85 was the
most accurate among the three varieties, simulated Jasmine 85 yield was not
as accurate as OM4900 yield (Table 5.3). This shows that rather than LAI,
other ORYZA2000 crop parameters and variables might impose greatly on the
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simulation results. Therefore, it was difficult to specify factors that caused the
yield gap.

Figure 5.4: ORYZA2000 simulated rice yield vs. observed yield

The less accurate in simulating gain yields for Ham-Trau was partly due to a
large variation of the observed yields. This suggests that field management,
such as the management of fertilizer application, soil properties, etc., may
play an important role. ORYZA2000 would yield a better simulation result if
these data could be incorporated and supplied in the model. As for the
Jasimine85 and OM4900, the observed and simulated grain yields were well
above 6000 kg/ha with less variation (Figure 5.4). These were the high
yielding varieties that often required a higher investment, and were normally
cultivated in extensively rice producing areas where farmers were well-off
and very experienced in skills.

5.4

Conclusion

The study has demonstrated the benefit of using the SLC model for dynamic
LAI estimation for irrigated rice in the Mekong delta, Vietnam. LAI estimated
by inverting the SLC model through Look-up table explained 69% of the
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variance of in situ LAI during the whole rice cropping season. A further
improvement of SLC estimates was achieved when seasonal variation of rice
LAI was taken into account (R2=0.83, RMSE=0.7). This improvement allowed
to compensate MODIS image to image quality variability and to remove
noises in LAI estimates.
To further improve the SLC performance in estimating LAI in the future
study, two important parameters and information should be taken into
account, the leaf chlorophyll content and the water background reflectance.
In order to simulate as best as possible the MODIS reflectance spectra,
scaling up of leaf chlorophyll content measures to MODIS spatial resolution of
500m needs to be handled and examined with care as this would inherit
simulation error. In our research, since field measurement of leaf chlorophyll
content was carried out in several rice fields within fairly homogenous rice
cropping patterns, and was averaged before being used in SLC, this
introduced error could be minor. The water background information also
plays a vital role in SLC modelling, and needs to be considered too. For the
irrigated rice cultivated across the Mekong delta, paddy water reflectance is
anticipated to have a high variation. In situ measurement and calibration of
the paddy water background reflectance, for example with the help of
hyperspectral remote sensing, is expected to reduce SLC simulation error.
LAI estimation using SLC can be achieved better by constraining SLC input
parameter values by rice variety. More paddy water reflectance samples
should be added to the SLC. Further investigation of the other model input
parameters (e.g. Cab) would help constrain them well during the inversion
process, and hence could yield better results for LAI estimates.
Forcing

SLC estimated LAI from

MODIS surface

reflectance data in

ORYZA2000 has showed its great potential in simulating rice yield under suboptimum conditions, especially when data on nutrient balance and soil
characteristic were not available. The use of forcing SLC estimated LAI
allowed to re-initialize ORYZA2000 state variables and recalibrate rice crop
parameters, which helped ORYZA2000 being able to explain for about 81%
variation of rice yield across the Mekong delta. This use allowed to reducing
the large yield gaps produced by assuming that rice grew under optimal
conditions (non-forcing approach).
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For regional application, this approach would work well if the most important
information on cultivated rice varieties, rice cropping calendar and rice
cropping patterns are well described. Since rice cultivation in Mekong is
synchronized at the commune level, if there is any produced map that
provides similarity as the map showed in Figure 1, the first advantage of the
method can be established. This helps to set up the initial conditions to run
the model. Re-initialize state variables (i.e. development stage, LAI, weight
of leaves, weight of stems, etc.) will be followed, depends on the availability
of remote sensed data and the environmental conditions where rice is grown.
The degree of success of the method later lies in the estimation of LAI from
SLC. Detailed information on rice biophysical parameter domain will have to
be acquired to feed into the SLC model in order to achieve the most accurate
LAI

estimation.

Once

the

acquisition

of

these

parameters

is

done,

standardizing them would help to build an extensive rice data library for use
in SLC. Since at the regional scale, information on rice nutrient balance and
soil condition are rarely available forcing SLC estimated LAI from MODIS data
to re-initialize ORYZA2000 state variable LAI becomes very helpful and less
time consumed.
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General Discussion: Earth observation for rice
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This thesis addresses the need of earth observation data for a large-scaled
monitor of rice crops in the Mekong delta, Vietnam. A large set of remotely
sensed data obtained from SPOT Vegetation (VGT) and MODIS Terra
satellites in support of ground measurements were used in this research.
Divergence statistics was applied to improve the unsupervised classification
technique on the SPOT Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) timeseries imagery to map rice cropping patterns across the region. The method
was further developed and expanded to map the landscape heterogeneity of
the delta using both SPOT and MODIS NDVI images. Also, a radiative transfer
model (RTM) was employed in monitoring and mapping the seasonal
variation of leaf-area-index (LAI) for irrigated rice using an 8-day MODIS
dataset. These LAI values were further used as inputs of a crop growth
simulation model (CGSM) to estimate the final grain yields for the
commonest rice varieties cultivated in the delta.

6.1

Hyper-temporal SPOT VGT NDVI for rice
cropping pattern mapping

Time series data of NDVI have proven useful for LCLU studies thanks to their
high temporal coverage and easy availability (Xin et al., 2002; Wang and
Tenhunen, 2004; Xiao et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2008). NDVI composites
derived from optical remote sensors have been shown to be capable of
differentiating spatial variability in vegetation productivity and greenness
over time (Galford et al., 2008; Wardlow and Egbert, 2008). The use of
hyper-temporal NDVI composites to map irrigated rice areas has been
studied for years (Xiao et al., 2002a; Kamthonkiat et al., 2005; Xiao et al.,
2005; Sakamoto et al., 2006; Xiao et al., 2006; Sakamoto et al., 2009a;
Sakamoto et al., 2009b). However, since these studies majorly aimed at
distinguishing rice crop from others, their methods were not been able to
detect and describe all major temporal and spatial details of practiced rice
cropping patterns. In this study, our specific aim was to develop a method
that could differentiate and describe the spatial and temporal patterns of rice
grown in the season of 2008-2009 in the Mekong delta using hyper-temporal
SPOT VGT NDVI data. Our method was developed based on the ISODATA
clustering routine with an additional employment of divergence statistics to
evaluate the NDVI signature separabilities.
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A total of 77 NDVI classes was found in the Mekong delta. With prior
knowledge on the region, out of these 77 classes, 26 classes presenting rice
crops were selected to design the sampling scheme for fieldwork and for rice
cropping calendar characterisation. The produced map provides highly
accurate information on the regional rice cropping patterns (94% overall
accuracy, 0.93 Kappa coefficient). The study found that the spatial
distributions of the triple and the double rice cropping systems were strongly
related to the flooding regime, and the duration of flooding is highly
correlated with the decision by farmers to cultivate shorter or longer duration
rice varieties. The overall spatial variability of rice cropping patterns mostly
coincided with administrative units, which indicated that cropping pattern
choices and water control were much homogeneous within each unit. Water
supply risks, soil acidity and salinity constraints, and the anticipated highly
fluctuating rice market prices all strongly influenced specific farmers’ choices
of rice varieties. These choices vary considerably annually, and therefore
grown rice varieties are difficult to map.

6.2

A comparison of SPOT VGT and MODIS Terra
NDVI data for mapping agroecological
heterogeneity at landscape level

Global and regional ecosystem patterns have long been recognized by
biologists and ecologists (Lieth and Whittaker, 1975; Box, 1978). More
recently, as scientists started monitoring of e.g. the global carbon cycle, and
attempted to quantify sinks and sources, mapping for the modelling of these
patterns has become a matter of some urgency (Turner et al., 2001).
Consequently, there is a demand for more information on ecosystem
vegetation

patterning

in

space

and

time

which

presents

landscape

heterogeneity and gradients at various strengths of ecotones and ecoclines.
This study proposes a new method to map and depict ecotones and ecocline
of land cover heterogeneity using hyper-temporal remote-sensing data. The
method, named LaHMa, is data-driven, unbiased, and builds on ISODATA
clustering through the use of divergence separability indices.
The method was applied to 10-year NDVI-imagery time series acquired by
the SPOT VGT and MODIS Terra sensors for the Mekong delta, Vietnam.
Firstly, the relevant spatial-temporal variation in NDVI captured through
ISODATA clustering was evaluated. Secondly, series of prepared cluster maps
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were overlaid to examine and detect the frequency of spatial boundaries
between clusters occur at the same location. This step defines the boundary
strength between clusters and maps the spatial heterogeneity within them.
The landscape heterogeneity maps, derived from two sensors’ datasets for
the Mekong delta, revealed the effects of various spatial resolutions. Larger
homogenous patches are evident in the SPOT VGT derived map. In contrast,
a higher frequency of boundaries is observed in the MODIS Terra derived
map.

This

indicates

that

the

1km

resolution

SPOTVGT

data

allows

interpretation of the landscape land cover differences due to its spatial
generalization, while 250m MODIS Terra data don’t. Further study could
investigate if the aggregated 250m or available 16-day 1km MODIS Terra
product would be suitable to depict landscape heterogeneity.

6.3

Seasonal LAI estimation for irrigated rice by
inversion of radiative transfer model

Radiative transfer models have been rarely applied to irrigated rice cropping
systems (Jiang et al., 2010). A common approach for estimating rice LAI
from optical remote sensing is based on established empirical relationships
between LAI and vegetation index (VI) (Shibayama and Akiyama, 1989;
Casanova et al., 1998; Xiao et al., 2002b; Wang et al., 2007; Kushida and
Yoshino, 2010). Thus a potential of radiative transfer modelling to estimate
LAI in a heterogeneous rice cropping system in the Mekong delta was
investigated. To estimate seasonal LAIs for irrigated rice the coupled soilleaf-canopy radiative transfer model (SLC) was inverted with MODIS Terra
(MOD09A1) reflectance measurements by means of a look-up table (LUT)
technique. We also tested how the readily available MODIS LAI product
(MOD15A2) performs in comparison.
The study has found that in extensively rice cultivated areas like the Mekong
delta, the available MODIS LAI product MOD15A2 failed to detect rice LAI
evolution with time (R2 =0.07, RMSE = 2.1). The SLC model inversion, in
contrast, proved very promising to estimate the seasonal dynamic of LAI for
rice. LUT inversion of the SLC model explained 69% of the variance of in situ
LAI during the whole cropping season, with a RMSE of 0.9. However, for
different rice varieties, the range of these errors was not the same due to the
differences related to the site locations of cultivated varieties, which was not
yet considered for the background information input used in SLC.
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A further improvement of SLC estimates was achieved when seasonal trends
of rice LAI were taken into account (R2 = 0.83, RMSE = 0.7). Spatial
knowledge of sowing dates is a prerequisite for this improvement. The
original rice cropping pattern map (section 1) contains such required area
specific information.
Though SLC significantly improved the estimation of LAI compared to
MOD15A2 LAI, it still overestimated LAI due to the number of variables in
SLC that can be inverted simultaneously during the inversion process.
Suggestions are to hold the leaf mesophyll parameter N at a constant value
when inverting other model parameters(Jacquemoud et al., 2000), or to use
fixed values for Cab during the inversion process(Zarco-Tejada et al., 2003).
Water background also plays a vital role in SLC modelling. For the irrigated
rice cultivated across the Mekong delta, paddy water reflectance is
anticipated to have a high variation. In situ measurement and calibration of
the

paddy

water

hyperspectral

background

remote

sensing,

reflectance,
is

possibly

expected

to

with

further

the

help

improve

of
the

performance of SLC, especially when rice is at its early growing stages and its
canopy hasn’t fully covered the background.

6.4

Forcing remotely sensed LAI into ORYZA2000
crop growth simulation model for rice yield
estimation

Crop growth simulation models (CGSMs) are widely used in agricultural
research for crop production estimation (Bouman and van Laar, 2006). They
are

dynamic models that

can simulate

crop

growth under

different

environmental and management conditions. Assimilation of remote sensing
into CGSMs promises to be a method to predict impacts of crop growth
conditions on yields for large territories at low costs (Bouman et al., 1996;
Launay and Guerif, 2005). In this study, two assimilation approaches of
forcing and un-forcing seasonal LAI estimates from the SLC radiative transfer
model (section 3) to ORYZA2000 CGSM to predict rice yields were both
investigated.
To simulate yields of all surveyed rice fields, calibration of crop parameters in
ORYZA2000 was required since cultivated high-yielding rice varieties in the
Mekong delta were not the same as the model standard varieties. Using field
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observations of rice crop phenology, the calibration was done for the
following model parameters development rates, partitioning factors, relative
leaf growth rate, specific leaf area, leaf death rate, and fraction of stem
reserves.
Calibration of ORYZA2000 crop parameters for the three studied varieties
showed the differences between them in development rate during the
juvenile. Under sub-optimal conditions, rice yield estimates by ORYZA2000
using forcing LAI values and variety specific crop parameters assumed to
reflect potential production can explain 81% variation of observed yields (R2
= 0.81). The average difference of estimated yields between forcing and nonforcing LAI approaches was 1727 kg/ha with higher yield estimates for nonforcing. There were also significant differences in estimated yields using
forcing LAI values in ORYZA2000 among three studied varieties. The less
accurate in simulated gain yields for Ham trau was partly due to a large
variation of the observed yields, which suggests that field management, such
as fertilizer application in association with soil properties, water supply, etc.,
may play important roles in ORYZA2000. The model would yield a better
simulation result if these data could be incorporated and supplied, instead of
using the built-in model parameters. For Jasimine85 and OM4900, the
simulated grain yields were well above 6000 kg/ha with more accurate and
less variation compare to those of Ham trau because they were normally
cultivated in extensively rice producing areas where farmers were well-off
and very experienced in skills, and thus field management was anticipated
not so many differences.

6.5

Conclusions

This study demonstrates the capability of earth observation to provide useful
information for monitoring, better understanding, and mapping irrigated rice
cropping systems and their production at landscape level. With the methods
and techniques developed for hyper-temporal SPOT VEGETATION and MODIS
TERRA data to investigate four successive aspects, the study is able to draw
the following conclusions:
1. Hyper-temporal SPOT VEGETATION NDVI imagery and the ISODATA
clustering algorithm allowed the capturing of relevant rice cropping
differences in the Mekong delta, Vietnam. The choice made on the
number of classes present in the NDVI data set through the use of the
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divergence index is a new improvement compared to the techniques that
had been used in previous studies. Despite the cloudy conditions of the
Mekong delta, sufficient valid information retrieved from 10 years of
decadal SPOT data with divergence statistics had overcome this problem,
and proved being suitable to map irrigated rice cropping patterns. This
method can be further applied and expanded to monitor and map
cropping patterns of not only rice but also other annual crops that are
cultivated and dominate in any farming systems around the world.
2. The new “LaHMa” method is straightforward and relatively easy to
implement. The maps produced concern both the spatial and temporal
dimensions of land cover variability. These landscape heterogeneity maps
can be considered as useful tools for landscape analysts, essentially
visualizing the complexity of the landscape heterogeneity. They indicate
the homogeneity of each delineated map unit, and can be served to guide
subsequent studies and sampling of the derived zones. Because the
LaHMA method was built on hyper-temporal RS data, it provides
ecologists possibly the best cost-effective method in identifying and
delineating ecotones and ecoclines, two important structures in landscape
ecology. When applying LahMa, it should be noted that, depending of the
scale of the spatial resolution of the RS data, the scale of detail of
landscape heterogeneity can vary. Analysts should thus be mindful that
the use of higher spatial resolution data will generate more detail on local
land cover variability and the influence of scale on the level of that detail
must be carefully considered.
3. In extensively rice cultivated areas of the Mekong delta, while the
available MODIS LAI product MOD15A2 failed to detect rice LAI evolution
with time (R2 =0.07, RMSE = 2.1), inversion of SLC RTM on temporal
MODIS surface reflectance data (MOD09A1) proved a promising method.
This is the first study that uses SLC on MOD09A1 to estimate seasonal
variation of LAI for irrigated rice. LAI estimated by inverting the SLC
model was much more accurate than the LAI provided by the MOD15A2
product. Look-up table inversion of the SLC model explained 69% of the
variance of in situ LAI during the whole cropping season, with a RMSE of
0.9. When seasonal variation of rice LAI was taken into account, a further
improvement of LAI estimates from SLC was achieved (R2 = 0.83, RMSE
= 0.7).
4. Forcing SLC estimated LAI into modified ORYZA2000 CGSM compensates
for the common lack in required data and simulation routines to estimate
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yields under suboptimal conditions. Yield gaps result from sub-optimal
rice management in combination with growth limiting and biomass
reducing factors. The developed method proved able to overcome these
issues and approach actual rice grain yields well (R2=0.81), given that
practiced cropping calendars and varieties sown are rather uniform
across fields within the map units defined earlier through a map depicting
rice cropping systems in the Mekong area. Results hold promise for wider
application of SLC models to estimate LAI from MOD09A1 and to force
ORYZA2000 models to achieve cost-effective quantitative assessment of
actual rice yields in the entire of the Mekong delta region and beyond.

6.6

Recommendations: future research and
development

The study presented in this thesis offers ample scopes for future research.
The current methods and techniques may be applied to whole lower Mekong
river basin and other rice growing regions to assess their capabilities in
monitoring rice growth and production under different effects of diverse
environmental

and

field management

conditions. Same

methods and

techniques can be further evaluated on other optical RS data.
This study illustrates some possibilities of combining the ISODATA clustering
algorithm with divergence statistics for hyper-temporal remote sensing to
detect temporal change of rice cropping patterns and to develop the LaHMa
method to delineate agroecosystem boundaries (ecotones and ecoclines). In
practical operation, apart from expanding at larger scale for a landscape
dominated by intensive human activity like the one in the Mekong delta,
these new method and technique should be further explored in the context of
both semi-natural and natural landscapes, appraising the applicability of
using either coarse or fine spatial resolution imagery in such situations. The
success of this method will very much rely on the growing stage and the
greenness characteristics of the dominated vegetative coverage across a
landscape.
Inverting the SLC radiative transfer model with coarse spatial resolution RS
data, such as MODIS TERRA, for seasonal estimates of rice LAI at larger scale
could be further improved by constraining SLC input parameter values by rice
variety and site characteristics. More paddy water reflectance samples, with
the help of hyperspectral measurements, should be added to the SLC library
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so that SLC simulation will take into account the true effect of a standing
water background on retrieving canopy reflectance and LAI. It would be also
interesting to investigate the effects at large scale of water and nutrient
shortages, pest and disease damages on rice LAI values estimated from SLC.
Future study can further investigate the use of SLC on different optical RS
data or/and for different crops.
For regional applications, the integration of SLC through estimated LAI into
ORYZA2000 crop growth simulation modelling should be further investigated
on aspects of rice variety, soil conditions, and management factors (i.e.
irrigation control, fertilizer application, etc.) at larger scales. Aggregating
required data for sites that share similarly characteristics on rice cultivated
variety and environmental and management conditions would be an effective
way to generate a regional map of rice production. This helps to set up the
initial conditions to run the ORYZA2000 model, re-initializing state variables
(i.e. development stage, LAI, weight of leaves, weight of stems, etc.), and
better recalibrating the model crop parameters. The degree of success of this
approach, of course, lies in the accurate estimates of LAI from SLC and the
availability of the required data for each region. It should be also mentioned
here that at regional scale, information on rice nutrient balance and soil
condition is rarely available, forcing SLC-estimated LAI from MODIS data to
re-initialize the ORYZA2000 state variable LAI becomes very helpful and less
time consuming.
Availability of quantitative geo-information system (GIS) based on integration
of remote sensed data and rice cropping management can have a great effect
on future rice production as it can be used as a decision support system
(DSS) to support proper planning and correct decision making. Such
quantitative information system can be set up based on all developed
methods and available data in this study. It contains all spatial and temporal
information that can be extracted for rice, such as cultivated area, cropping
calendars, variety characteristics, greenness of coverage (NDVI), and LAI,
etc. This information would help to quantify effects of these factors on rice
yield and production.
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Summary
The scope of this study was to investigate the potential of using earth
observation data for identifying and mapping irrigated rice cropping systems,
estimating rice biophysical parameters, and predicting rice yields of the
Mekong delta, Vietnam. The methods and techniques that were developed
and evaluated in this study were based on the Iterative Self-Organizing Data
Analysis Technique Algorithm (ISODATA) and the divergence statistic, the
inversion of a vegetation radiative transfer model, and the integration of
remote sensing data and a crop growth simulation model.
Utilizing the hyper-temporal SPOT VEGETATION Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) imagery and the ISODATA clustering algorithm
allowed the capturing of relevant rice cropping differences in the Mekong
delta. The choice made on the number of classes present in the NDVI data
set though the use of the divergence index worked out well. It was also found
that, in spite of the cloudy conditions of the Mekong delta, 10 years of
decadal SPOT data contained sufficient valid information to overcome this
problem. It is therefore concluded that hyper-temporal SPOT VEGETATION
NDVI data is very useful and suitable to map cropping patterns.
The use of hyper-temporal NDVI data, ISODATA clustering algorithm and
divergence statistical technique was further investigated to develop a new
quantitative method to extract land cover heterogeneity. The method named
“LaHMa” is straightforward and relatively easy to implement to map
landscape heterogeneity that is defined by soil and vegetation characteristics.
The maps produced from SPOT VEGETATION and MODIS NDVI data using
LaHMa concerned not only the spatial but also temporal dimensions of the
Mekong delta landscape variability. LaHMa is a useful tool for a landscape
analyst, essentially visualizing the complexity of the landscape in question,
and indicating the homogeneity of each delineated land cover map unit. The
maps produced through LaHMa can be served as valuable sources to guide
subsequent studies and sampling method of ecotones. It should be noted
that, depending of the scale of the spatial resolution of the remote sensing
data, the scale of detail of landscape heterogeneity can vary, and thus must
be carefully considered when apply for different studies.
The study has demonstrated the benefit of using the Soil-Leaf-Canopy (SLC)
radiative transfer model to estimate the dynamic leaf-area-index (LAI) for
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irrigated rice crops. In areas where rice is cultivated extensively, the
available MODIS LAI product MOD15A2 failed to detect rice LAI evolution with
time (R2 = 0.07, RMSE = 2.1), while the use of the SLC model for dynamic
LAI estimation proves promising

to overcome this problem. To

our

knowledge, this is also the first study that uses SLC on temporal MODIS
surface reflectance data (MOD09A1) to estimate seasonal variation of LAI for
irrigated rice. LAI estimated by inverting the SLC model was much more
accurate than the LAI provided by the MOD15A2 product. Look-up table
inversion of the SLC model explained 69% of the variance of in situ LAI
during the whole cropping season, with a RMSE of 0.9. A further
improvement of SLC estimates was achieved when seasonal variation of rice
LAI was taken into account (R2 = 0.83, RMSE = 0.7).
Forcing

SLC-estimated

LAI

from

MODIS

surface

reflectance

data

in

ORYZA2000 crop growth simulation model has shown its great potential in
simulating rice yield under sub-optimum conditions, especially when data on
nutrient balance and soil characteristics were not available. The use of forcing
SLC estimated LAI allowed to re-initialize ORYZA2000 CGSM state variables
and recalibrate rice crop parameters, which helped ORYZA2000 being able to
explain about 81% of the variation in rice yield in 58 fields across the Mekong
delta. This promising approach is recommended for future uses to estimate
irrigated rice yield at a large scale, such as a region, taking into account the
regional variation of rice cropping calendar and rice varieties that have been
captured in the maps presented in our first study.
In summary, the study has proven the value of these new techniques for
identifying and mapping both the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of a
complex agroecosystem that is dominated by rice cultivation. The study also
indicates that by coupling remote sensing derived crop parameter LAI with
crop growth simulation modelling, highly accurate estimation of rice crop
yield and production can be achieved.
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Samenvatting
Deze thesis bevat studies betreffende geïrrigeerde rijst teeltsystemen in de
Mekong-delta, Vietnam, om tot verbeterde interpretatie methodes te komen
van

beschikbare

aardobservatie-gegevens

voor

gewas

identificatie,

teeltsysteem kartering, het inschatten van biofysische gewas parameters, en
het modelleren van behaalde opbrengsten.
De verbeterde en geëvalueerde methoden en technieken betreffen het
iteratieve

zelforganiserende

data-classificatie

algoritme

(ISODATA)

met

gebruik van divergentie statistieken, de inversie van vegetatie reflectie data,
en de integratie van aardobservatie gegevens met een gewas groei-model.
Het bleek mogelijk om relevante verschillen tussen voorkomende rijst
teeltsystemen in de Mekong-delta te onderscheiden door gebruik te maken
van hyper-temporale SPOT-Vegetatie beelden van genormaliseerde vegetatie
reflectie-absorptie verschillen (NDVI) en het ISODATA algoritme. Met behulp
van

divergentie

statistieken

kon

een

goede

keuze

gemaakt

worden

betreffende het aantal rijst teelt-systeem klassen dat onderscheiden kon
worden door de gebruikte NDVI data. Bovendien bleek dat door het gebruik
van 10 jaar 10-daagse SPOT-Vegetatie beelden, voldoende informatie
beschikbaar was om de negatieve invloed van de frequente bewolking boven
de Mekong delta te omzeilen. Als conclusie is gesteld dat hyper-temporale
SPOT-Vegetatie NDVI beelden uiterst geschikt zijn om verschillen in gewas
teelt-patronen in kaart te brengen.
Daarnaast werd een geheel nieuwe kwantitatieve karterings benadering
onderzocht en ontwikkeld, genaamd ‘LaHMa’, die additioneel gebruik maakt
van de hyper-temporale NDVI beelden, het ISODATA algoritme en de
divergentie statistieken. LaHMa legt zowel de ruimtelijke als temporele
verschillen in heterogeniteit en homogeniteit van de aanwezige vegetatie vast
op landschaps niveau. De methode is overzichtelijk en relatief eenvoudig te
implementeren. Van de Mekong delta zijn vegetatie heterogeniteit kaarten
gemaakt op basis van zowel SPOT-Vegetatie als MODIS NDVI beelden.
LaHMa is bruikbaar voor landschaps analyse en geschikt geacht om de
ruimtelijk-temporele complexiteit tussen en binnen kaart-eenheden visueel te
maken.

LaHMa

kan

belangrijke

informatie

verschaffen

voor

diverse

ruimtelijke studies, voor het bepalen van optimale veld bemonstering
schema’s, en ter interpretatie van harde en geleidelijke overgangen tussen
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gekarteerde eenheden. De schaal van een LaHMa kaart en daardoor zijn
functie wordt beïnvloed door de gemaakte keuze betreffende de resolutie van
gebruikte NDVI beelden.
Deze thesis rapporteert dat het gebruik van een bodem-blad-bedekking
(SLC)

reflectie

inversie

model

zeer

geschikt

is

om

gedurende

een

groeiseizoen schattingen te maken van het blad-areaal (LAI) van geïrrigeerde
rijst. Direct beschikbare MODIS-LAI beelden (MOD15A2) gemeten gedurende
het groeiseizoen bleken onbruikbaar voor gebieden met intensieve rijstbouw
(R2=0.07, RMSE=2.1), terwijl door gebruik te maken van het SLC-model de
nodige LAI-dynamiek wel goed werd ingeschat. Zover bekend, is deze studie
een succesvolle primeur die de SCL-methode met MODIS aard-reflectie data
(MOD09A1) temporeel toepast. De SLC resultaten, gegenereerd met de
tabulaire inversie optie, verklaarden over het gehele groeiseizoen, voor 69%
de variatie in lokaal gemeten LAI-waarden met een RMSE van 0.9. Een
verder verbetering werd bereikt door de temporele variatie in rijst-LAI te
gebruiken (R2=0.83, RMSE=0.7).
Bewezen is dat de logica om het ORYZA2000 gewas groei model te forceren
met LAI-waarden afkomstig uit de SLC-inversie een hoge potentie heeft om
direct actuele rijst opbrengsten in te schatten van teelt-systemen die
plaatsvinden onder sub-optimale omstandigheden. De methode is in het
bijzonder relevant als nutrient status en andere bodem gegevens ontbreken.
Door het gebruik van de SLC-gegenereerde LAI waarden, konden binnen het
ORYZA2000 model specifieke status-variabelen gedurende het modelleren
worden ge-reinitialiseerd en vooraf de benodigde gewas parameters worden
gecalibreerd. Hierdoor kon ORYZA2000 voor 81% de variabiliteit in gemeten
rijst opbrengsten van 58 velden verdeeld over de gehele Mekong delta
verklaren. Aangeraden is om deze veelbelovende methode voor grootschalig
toekomstig gebruik in te zetten om rijst oogsten regionaal in te schatten,
maar dan wel met gebruik van de eerder beschreven gekarteerde informatie
betreffende gevolgde gewas kalenders en geteelde variëteiten.
De waarde van deze thesis bevindt zich in de resultaten betreffende
gebruikte technieken ter identificatie en het ruimtelijk als temporeel karteren
van rijst systemen en de heterogeniteit van aanwezige vegetatie, als in de
bevinding dat de combinatie van een gewas groeimodel met aardobservatie
data uitstekende schattingen genereert betreffende actueel behaalde rijst
oogsten.
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